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Rec, medical fees could rise for fall
By Miguel Alb.
Staff Writer

S~:~~f~ C~~ar!em:~~

if two ft:e-increase proposals
are approved by the Board of
Trustees in early March.
The proposals call for increasing
the student
recreation fee by $6 to $53 per
semester and increasing the
student medical benefit fee by
$5 to $64 a semester with more
small increases very likely in
1990 for the 1990-91 school year.
Last year, students were
faced with a 20 percent
projected increase ill the ':l)8t
of the medical fee, but llie

actual increase was 14.9
percent. The Unive!"sity
combined the saviI:gs fr(,m
last year with the new 13
percent increas.. to meet the
projected 1990 increase.
For 199<), Blue Cross-Blue
Shield projects a 20 percent
jump in the insurance fee
students currently pay. This
figure is based on the past
year's "actual experience,"
which refers to the monies the
company paid out in claims.
Blue (;russ-Blue Shield contracts with the University to
provide insurance.
Larry Juhlin, assistant to
the vice president for student

affairs, said the board has
opted to go with small increases year after year rathu
than one large increase in a
particular year.
"U pnces keep going lop,
we've got to get the money
from somewb~re," Juhlin
said.
"Tbis increase
represents 'lbuut a 4 percent
increase in the current fees."
Juhlin said he is concerned
that there will not be enough
money to cover future expenses a t the Recrea lion
Center and the rising medical
insurance fees. This will more
than likely result in future
increases in medical and

recreation center fees.
"We're asking for just
enough to get by on a year by
year "basis," he said.
The medical fee is composed
of two separate parts: the
student health fee, which
supports the on-campus health
services; and the student
medical insurance premium,
which covers students'
medical expenses in possible
off-campus accidents. It is the
cost of this premium that is On
the rise.
Jake Baggot, assistant to the
Student Health Center admmistrator, said the medical
fee increase was in response to

call to cut
armaments

By LI •• Miller
StaffVlriter

s:;!:t!:.~~ ::Jh~M'~J

give aid to those who are applying in Call.
Robert Clements of the
Illinois State Scholarship'
Commission explainp..l that if
the bill is passed nearly 7,so:'
University students would
receive this financial aid,
Pamela Britton, SIU-C
financial aid director, said the
bill would be a boon to bo..h the
students and the University.
"This bill will be a big help to
many students and it will .. ~lp
ill the overall budget. "
The Illinois Veterans Grant
and the National Guard are
sulx1ivisior~ of the Monetary
Award Program and they too
would receive the extra aid.
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See FEES, Page 12

u.s. shuns

SIU students
could pocket
MAP grant
An additional 200 students
fro:n the University's Carbondale and Edwardsville
campuses will qualify to
receive Monetary Award
Program granu. if a supplemental appropriation bill IS
signed by Gov. James R.
Thompson.
However, the bill will wait as
Thompson is out of the state
attending the Presidential
Inauguration. "No action will
be taken on this supplemental
bill until the end of next week,"
Susan Mogerman, ~overnor's
assistant, said.
The bill was passed by the
Legislature last week and if
signed it would provide $5.7
million for Illinois '!ollege
students who are eligible for
the
Monetary
Award
Program.
Students would only be
lualified for the Monetary

an increase in the BJue CrossBlue Shield premium that is
supported by this fee.
"This !s just a reflection of
thP economy," Boggot saiti,
adding that the University was
just passing along the increase.
Baggot said any student who
is covered by a policy of their
own can apply for a medical
fee refund at the beginning of
each semester.
Jl'blin said the proposed
student recreation increase
will be needed to cover
operating costs of the new

James W. Swayze, superintendent of water
operations In Carbondale shows the water
treatment plant located on 1001 S. Wall. A

feasibility study by the city Is taking place,
deciding whether the building will be
renovated or rebuilt.

Feasibility study ·to resolve
water treatment plant's fate
Possible increase in taxes to update or rebuild building
By Jackie Spinner
Staff Writer

The wa ter trea tment plant at
1001 S. Wall has been standing
since 1925, but no one can say
how much longer it will be able
to function.
"We're living on borrowed
time," Director of Public
Works, Ed Reeder explained.
Superintendent of Water
OperatiOns, Jim Swayze, said
the average life for equipment
is 20 years, but with the proper
renuvation of the plant and an
upgrade of the equipment, it
could last Cor another 20 years.
The estimated cost for
renovating the plant is around
$4 million dollars with an increase of 11 percent the first
year and 23 percent the second
year.
A 15.7 percent increase in
1987 was to provide $2 million
in renovations for the waste
water plant.
The City Council voted
Tuesday night to begin a
feasibility study for renovation
of thel-lant.

Swayze said any rate increase would "certainlv" he
on a phased approa~h ." et a
couple years.
While the water plant
presently
meets
Environmental Protection Act
standards, Reeder said he
cannot be sure if the plant
would meet the new EPA
standards.
"We clon't know if we
wouldn't meet them either,"
Swayze said.
The new standards might
specify the amount of lead and
aluminum in the water supply
of the consumers' homes, he
added.

According to a status report
by former city manager
William C. Dixon, a new water
plant at the existing site would
cost over $8 million and water
utility rates would need to be
raised by 11 percent in 1988
and 41 percent in 1990 to meet
the costs.
The cost of a new wa ter plant
on a new site is estimated at
over $11 million and an 11
percent increase in 1988 and a
53 percent increase in 1990
would be needed to meet the
cost.

GusEode

Swayze said no one knows
when the EPA standards,
originally schedulf'(j to be set
in June 1988, will go into pffect.
Although Water Operations
is financially limited to
renovations, it also is considering a new water plant.
"But when the bucks aren't
there, there isn't much we can
do," Swayze said.

Gus says currently a stream 01
water fees Is flowing down the
drain.

VIENNA (UPD - Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze, in a dramatic
escalation of the disarmament
process, announced Thursday
that Moscow would remove
some tactical nuclear weapons
from Eastern Europe in addition to the nearly 250,000
troops it has promised to
withdraw.
Shevardnadze, speaking to
foreign ministers on the final
day of the 3S-nation Vienna
conference on European
security and human right...,
also promised the Soviets
would announce by the end of
the month "data on the
numbers of troops and armaments" of the Warsaw
Pact.
NATO welcomed the Soviet
announcement, but noted the
West already had significantly
reduced its nuclear arsenal in
Europe.
See WITHDRAW, Page 12

Daily Egyptian
suffers setback,
papers delayed
Electrical
and
mechanical problems
with the Daily Egyptian's
press caused delal-s in
getting the paper on the
streets Wednesday.
The DE was printed at
the Daily American in
West
Frankfort,
catherine Hagler, acting
business manager, said.
"The people at the
Daily American were
very generous and
helpful and called in their
own press crew to help us
out,' Hagler said.
The first load of papers
arrived about 10 a.m. at
the
Communications
Building, where the DE is
normally produl.'e(j.
After DE staff and
journalism facuity
stuffed advertising JDserts into the 27,000
papers, circulation efforts bt'gan around noon,
Hagler said.
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SEAFOOD BlJFFET $11.95 *

Act:ng president sworn in
after Botha is hospitalized

Saturday 5-10pm

LAND & SEA $4.95*

CAPE TOWN, South Africa (UP!) - Constitutional Affairs
Minister Chris Heunis was sworn in as acting president for an
undisclosed period Thursday, a day after President Pieter W.
Botba was hospitalized with a stroke. Heunis, Bt)tha's most
senior Cabinet lieutenant and leading contender as permanent
successor, was sworn in as acting state presldent at 5 p.m. at
[ Tuynhuis, the presidential office complex adjoining Parliamt>nt.

HAWAIIAN SEJ:\FOOD $5.95
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JERUSALEM (UP!) - Israeli soldiers killed an Arab and
wounded as many as 38 others in the occupied territories
Thursday in clashE!ll that broke out as Palestinians observed a
general strike to protest the ris~ number of casualties. Official
Israel Radio quoted Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin as saying
he supports holding elections in the occupied West Bank am!
i Gaza Strip after a three- to six-month period of calm.
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I Police arrest protestors In fifth day of riots
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (UP!) - Riot police beat and
arrested protesters gathered at Wenceslas Square Thursday in a
fifth day of demonstrations for more freedom in Czechoslovakia,
witnesses said. "Several dozen persons who were most active in
the provocative actions were detained," said the official news
agency CTK.

8AM-8PM
8AM-8PM
I
8AM-8PM
8AM-5:30PM'
10AM-3PM ,

Jan.18
Jan. 19
Jan.20
Jan. 21

Israeli soldiers kill Arab, wound 38 others

Five Central American presidents set summit
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UP!) - The five Central American
presidents may have finally agreed to hold a long-delayed
regional peace summit Feb. 8-9 in EI Salvador, Nicaraguan
officials said Thursday. A senior foreign ministry official said
the summit, postponed four times since August 1988, "is almost a

,

~----,

,."

sure thing."

I

Six Kuwaiti tankers to lose American flags
WASHINGTON <UPI) - The Pentagon confirmed Thursday
that six Kuwaiti tankers in the Persian Gulf will withdraw from
U.S. registration, leaving only five others flying the American
flag and entitled to military protection. "This will be an orderly
process, take place over a period of time," said Pentagon
spokesman Dan Howard. "I don't have any sort of target date for
when it will actually be completed. The other five tankers that
are currently carrying the U .:s. flag will continue to do so. "

Reagan gives pardon to George Steinbrenner
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan has given a full
pardon to New York Yankees owner George Steinbrenner,
convicted of making an illegal contribution to Richard Nixon's
Watergate-scarred 1972 campaign, White House officials said
Thursday. Officials said Reagan approved executive clemency
for Steinbrenner and nine other men Tuesday and Wednesday,
based on recommendations from the Justice Department's
pardon attorney.

FBI uncover fraud In Chicago futures trading
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WASHINGTON (UPI> - FBI agents posed as commodities
traders during a tw~year undercover investigation and turned
up evidence of massive fraud in futures trading on the Chicago
Board of Trade and Chicagu Mercantile Exchange, sources
familiar with the inquiry said Thursday. The sources, c0nfirming a Chicago Tribune story, said the newest corruption
scandal on the nation's financial markets could rival the insider
trading probe that shook Wall Street and brought calls for
tougher federal reguIation of the stock exchanges.

Police: Gunman harbored hate for everybedy
STOCKTON, Calif. (UPD - Police said Thursday the young
drifter who killed five Southeast Asian children at his fonner
elementary school harbored "hate for everybody," but a former
co-worker said he pat ticuIarly despised Asians, accusing them
of stealin~ jobs from Americans. Police winding down their
investigation of the schoolyard massacre concluded Famck
Purdy, 24, a loner apparently seeking "final revenge" for a
troubled life, had no specific targets when he attacked the
Cleveland Elementary School, firing as many as 110 rounds from
hisAK-47 assauitrifle.
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Area high school papers
By Jackie Spinner
Staff Writer

Southern Illinois high school
journalists aren't holding
protests, sporting black ar!llbands, or even commemorating what happened
one year ago this month.
In January 1988, the highest
court of this land agreed with
the Hazelwood East High
School principal's right to
delete two stories on divorce
and teenage pregnancy from
the school paper without
~onsulting the newspaper
adviser or editors.
But the Supr~me C"urt case
the media thought would spark
students into action hasn't
really affected the Murprysboro, Marion or DuQuoin
high schoc! principals, student
journalists and their adVisers.
In fact, student editors
DenDi Smith, Gail Craig,
Dennis Gulley and Edward
Doney haven't heard or read
much about the Kuhlmeier vs.
Hazelwood School District
ca:.e, even though the U.S.
Supreme Court voted 5-3 to
hand over the right to censor
their newspapers to high
school principals.
"I do believe in freedom of
the press, but the person
funding the paper has rights
too," Doney, student editor at
Marion High School, said.
All three high schools
publish
their
school
newspa.pers as a journalism
class, with funding for the
pa,er coming from the school.
Craig, co-editor of the
Murphysboro Obelisk, said she
realizes the principal does
have a say in wbat gets
printed.
"We haven't had a problem
with Mr. (Principle Robert)
Graeff trying to censor us,"

Censorship,
legal cases
increasing

·1

I

By Jackie Spinner
Staff Wnter

Working on the Murphysboro High SChool
Obelisk are, seated. Dennl Smith, editor, and

Gulley, the Obelisk co-editor,
explained.
Graeff said the dp.cision
hasn't really affected his
school's newspaper because he
has an excellent rf;lationship
with the staff.
DuQuoin Prinripal Tom
Bock said the decision has had
no affect on the DuQuoin paper
because he does not believe in
censorsilip, and he has an
adviser, Sarah Doerner, who
works with him.
"I understand the reason lor
the decision because it more or
less established the position of
the principal," Bock said.

standing from left, Gall Craig, editor, Gary
Hartlieb, adviser, and Dennis Gulley, editor.

"That in itself is good."
While Bock believes censcrsbip violates the First
Amendment rights of the
students, Marion Principal
LeRoy Anderson does not.
"As long as the Board of
Education is paying the expenses, the ~per has a right to
be censored," Anderson said.
Obelisk adviser Gary
Hartlieb said the Hazelwood
East administration was
"probably justified" in censoring the Hazelwood Spectrum because it was acting as
a "voice of reason."
As for the Obelisk, Hartlieb

said the principal is alerted if
an article is potentiallr controversial, but the pnncipal
doesn't see the story before it
is publisbed.
Adviser Barbara ~choen
said the Marion Student has
not had trouble witt .!ensorship and if something does
arise, she talks it over with the
author.
However, Schoen said the
Hazelwood decision was
"outrageous" and the principal should have addressed
the students and worked out

An increasing number
of principals are cen·
soring high school
newspapers
"simply
because they disagree"
with the content of the
artlcles. Mark Goodman.
the executive direcLOr of
the Student Press Law
Center, said.
Goodman blamed the
increase on the number
of fligh school principals
using the broad language
of the Kuhlmeier V~.
Hazelwood School Disrict
case.
The U.S. Supreme
Court ruled 5-3 in
Jan1lary 1988 to give high
school principals the
right to censor school
newspapers.
Of the 548 requests in
1988, 80 percent were
related to actual threats
of censorship.
From Sept. 1 to Dec. 31,
246 high school anJ
college journalists
requested assitance from
the SPLC. This was a 22
percent increase from
the same tim ~ period in
1987.

A legal intern ror the
SPLC said students
shouldn't stop until they
get their articles printed
in some paper.

See CENSOR, Page 17
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Student group woes
increased by system
WELCOME TO student government wars. The Undergraduate Student Government and the International
Student Council, two of the most influential student
organizations on campus, can't seem to get their act
together.
The issues are grade point averages and petty bid:ering.
Each organization had an officer who was on academic
probation, and each organization went through convulsions trying to eject their respective members.
The question of whether an officer should be allowed to
continue to serve has caused much internal arguing and
adverse publicity for both the USG and the ISC.
SOME OF THE controversy stems from the fact that the
Office of Student Development allows officers in
registered student organizations to serve while they are on
academic probation if the adviser to the organizatio.J
requests it.
While this unwritten rule is to be commended for making
some allowances for students, it has created near chaos in
these two organizations. Nancy Hunter Pei, director of
OSD, said the exceptions are made so advisers can work
with students whose grades they think will be improved by
remaining in office.
BUT THE DECISION to leave these students in place
until t~ Drganizations decided their fate seems to have
contributed to their academic demise. Both Juliana Tayior
from the USG and "Robin" Tan from the ISC have left the
University.
The advisers in these cases did not have the best interests of the students in mind. Instead of fulfilling their
responsibilities to act in the interest of the individual, they
threw him or bel' to the organization, saying in effect: "It's
your decision now."
It is nol a registered student organization's function to
look after the academic interests of the individuals within
their group. It is the organization's function to look after
the interests of the organization.
BY ALLOWING Tan and Taylor to remair. in office, and
letting the student organizations work out the problems
with their legislative processes, the advisers let GPAs
become a politica; issue.
Supporting a proposed bill in the USG that would avoid
impeachment proceedings for USG members that are on
academic probation, USG adviser Jean Paratot'e said, "If
someone doesn't meet eligibility requirements they
shouldn't have to be impeached." Paratore said she should
be allowed to make eligibility checks on all USG members
before they are seated, and if someone is ineligible she
would ask them to resign. This failing, the member then
could be impeached.
THIS STILL LEAVES the academic future of USG
members at the mercy of the USG's political decision, as
was the case in the ISC when President Ali Firouzi overturned the council's decision not to accept Tan's
resignation from his vice presidential post.
Firouzi violated the council's constitution when he did
this, but the sitU8tion was brought about because Jhared
Dorn, ISC's adviser, put the decision in the hands of the
council.
The ~;tudents, of course, are ultimately responsibile for
their e,iucations. Taylor fought to remain on the USG and
Tan, who knew of his academic status before the fall
semester began, did not resign from his office.
But it should not be left for student organizations to
decide whether academic probation is grounds for
throwing their own officers out of office.
Driving an automobile is a privilege r.ot a right, and the
same l'an be said of being an officer in a student
organization. When officers do not meet satisfactory
academic standards they have forfeited the privilege.
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Letters

Council preSident's decision
meets with some criticism
Relations suffering
. Thank you again (Daily
Egyptian) for your unsolicited and biased
viewpoint regarding the
recent breakdown of our
entire international student
relations and dismissing it
as whining by a few individuals. I implore you to
look into this issue in some
depth because the· international problems that
have arisen did not start
with the GPA issue, they
started at the beginning of
the semester and will not
simply dissipate by treating
them as non-issues.
Agreed, minimum GPA
requirements are essential
to the academic integrity of
this University and each
case should be monitored
with strict compliance with
SIU procedure fe>r the
benefit of the student ::... weD
as the UniversitJ .ii a whole.
One of the GPA difficulties
of our student leliders is that
they work too bard for their
organizations to the
detriment of their grades.

!~~~~~:!{o~~ntfusOUT:a~~
situation with Mr. Tan even
though Mr. Ali Firouzi states
that, in his "unvetoable"
opinion, he has shown an

unproductive work history.
The many achievment
awards received by Mr. Tan
rues in the face of this untruth. The University set up
grade requirements so
students can learn to
regulate and coordinate
several diverse and
sometimes long-term activities, lJot to punish them at
their first small infraction.
This University should do aD
it can to nurture these
ambitious i:nd creative
students to become better
leaders, not stifle their
potential with bureaucracy
and superfluous editorh:.ls.
- Greg Ruggles, senior,
mechanical engineering.

Staff not to blame
As an international
student I am outraged at the
criticism by Mr. Ali Firouzi
blaming his staff members
for the huge problems of the
International
Student
Counell. Mr. Firouzi cites
the problem as being caused
by a few staff members' lack
of English skills. I would like
to see some of this leadership that Mr Firouzi speaks
so aflectionately of when he
is talking about himself. Chiat On Kong. graduate

student, business
ministration.

ad-

ISC a dictatorship
As an SID alumni and
fonner student senator, lam
appalled that one of the most
powerful
student
organizations at SIU is run
under a dictatorship rather
than a democracy. No other
organizational power
structure would permit the
mandatory dismissal 0#
elected high officials upon
the whim of the president in
clear opposition to a two
thirds majority vote. - Greg
Cluver, alumni

Power abused
I hope that the recent
turmoil in the international
commumnity regarding the
blatant abuse of power by
the president of the International Student Council
will illustrate to all of the
international students the
reasoning behind OUT U.S.
Constitution and Bill of
Rights which protect us, as
U.S. citizens, against such
trampling of OUT basic rights
as human beings. - Ronald
T. McCarthy, jllnior,
microbiology .

Student urges unity to help fight higher tuition
Governor Thompson says
that the State of IUinois should
continue to function within its
means. By "means", I guess
he meant living within what
the state allows us. WeD, Big
Jim, I would like to know if this
"living within our means"
requires you to do the same,
becaw;e people are suffering
living by your definition of

"means."

It is beyond me why people
of this state think that these
cutbacks will build a strong
infrastructure. We are al' too
optimistic to think that the
private sector will be generous
enough to dona te funds when
clearly the stability nf our
public support is falling apart.
The rich are getting richer and
the poor are getting poorer.
The legislators are commended for avoiding a tax
increase. but it is going to take
the total destrucl10n of our
InstitUtiOns before.!bey reali7.e

that people are too greedy
today to make a contribution
for the development of other
human beings.
Every child that is born
reserves a right to an
education. It is unfair for us to
predict the situation in which a
child will be born. No
educational system should
have to set its prices so high
that it restricts entrance to
educational institutions to a
certain social class.
How many Freuds, Einsteins, Mozarts or Kings are
there who are born to impoverished families? Are we
going to allow them to suffer? I
realize people will say that the
public should not have te
depend on State funding for a.1
education. If a person really
wants t.lJe opportunities they
will find a way to get money.
However, this does not work.
~~le ~o n~ co~tJ:ibu~ a!ld
• •
' ••• t< .• ~ ·.it difflcLll
~ot

every'>ody can pull themselves
up by their boot straps the
same way. Our society has
become me-oriented and
people do not care about Mr.
Jones who just lost his job and
is living in a car with his wife
and four kids. Thus, if people
don't care about Mr. Jones
they certainly are not interested in whether his kids
can afford an education.
People in our society need to
be there for one another. We
need to lend each other a
helping hand. No one loses
when contributions to society
are made - \l,e all gain. We
need to congregate ar.d fight
against another tuition in·

~femj~01~esh:fde ~~~e ~ta~~
I}roud of their educational
system, but it is going to take a
lot of loud students to help
them ~ See this. - Vicki L.
Apoate;~. psychology.

Focus
Stepping to the Woody tiaU Shuffle
Bursar bills, closed classes greet students
By Phyllis Coon
Features Editor

Waiting in lines for advisement.
registration,
financial aid or paying past
due accounts is an opportunity
that about 1,390 students have
taken advantage of during the
past two weeks.
"It's all I've done today,"
Bert Johnson, a pre-major
waiting to pay the $1'19.75
registration fee, said Tuesday
at the end of the line at the
bursars office. "I've been in
Woody Hall since 8 a.m. just
waiting arouIl!1 in lines. It's
1: 30 and I still haven't
registereJ. "

Many students run all
over campus trying to
get closed class cards
from teachers.
Other students were in line
to pick up student loan checks
that had disbursement dates
beginning Dec. 12, 1988, Daniel
Mann, associate director of the
financial aid office, said.
The University received
3,000 loan checks before Jan.
17 and 2,500 more are expected
to arrive during the semester,
he said.
"While the checks are here,
only a small percentage of
students pick up the checks
before the semester starts,"
Mann said.
The lines began forming
Jan. 9 when advanced

registrations were cancelled includes a payment plan, "he
because of past due statement said.
of accounts or because a
"The Vayment plan is
student was placed on designed for a student to be
academic suspension, Glenda paid in full to the University by
Kopf, registration supervisor, April 21," Paratore said. "If a
said.
student can't give me proof
"At some point we have to they can make the payment, I
confirm a student's intent to won't give them a waiver
attend the University," Kopf because the downside is that if
said. "A past due account is a the contract is not honored a
gem indication that something student's registration can be
has happened and the student cancelled as la te as the end of
is not going to attend. "
April."
Undergraduate students had
By going through the rethe hig!:iest number of can- registration process if
cellations - 1,073 s3e said. students miss a payment their
Graduate, medical and law registration will not be canstudents made up tlte balance.
celled, she said.
Students who were waiting
"They also don't have me on
for financial aid to arrive at their I:.acks for payments all
the University and w18ble to semester," Paratore said.
make the minimum payment
After obta!i1ing a waiver or
had an opportunity to get a paying the registration fee,
canceila tion waiver, she said.
students then head to
"H a student doesn't meet registration, which is housed
cancellation
waiver in Student Center Ballroom D
requirements they also have fOJ a week.
the chance to appeal ec.n"Registration is moved to
cellation through the office of the Student Center to handle
student affairs in Anthony the increase in traffic," Kopf
Hall," Kopf said.
said. "It's not meant to keep
Students do not qualify for a students running all over
canceilatio!l waiver if they campus."
have a past due account or if
But because of closed
they do not receive enough classes many students do end
financial aid to cover the total up running all over campus,
balance due, Jean Paratore, Detrice Ward, a senior in
assistant to the vice president, psychology, said from her
said.
experiences
"The appeal is not a fun
"This is very annoying,"
thing," Paratore, who will help Ward said, searching for a
about 65 students this open class al. registration.
semester, said. "I would only "You get cancelled and you
recommend it in a dire have to start the registartion
process all over again "
emergency. "
When students get to the
The cancellation appeal

I !ustr.t1on by Mike Dalley

pomt when they can register, dass and "then we'll see if we
all the classes are closed, can get you in. '"
Ward said.
Ward leaves a group of
After trying to fit a different students huddled around the
class
board to see a teacher in
class into a schedule, many
students try to get closed claJs Faner HaU about a closed
class
card.
cards from teachers.
"Maybe I will get lucky this
"Closed dass c'irds aren't
always &sy to get though," time and be able to come back
Ward said. "You have to go to today and register for this
the teacher who more than class," Ward said. "But that's
likely will tell you to attend the just another line to stand in."
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Heart recipient dies
in St. Louis hospital
Rrst in Missouri to receive single lung

U~''''D WESLEY -fOUNDATION
. ; United Methodist Campus Ministry

~ 8165. Illinois Ave
~

COPIES

\~,frrts:

Robin ::" Sigl"", the 27-yearold Carten-;lll;: woman and
former SIU-C student. who
was the first person in
Missouri to receive a singlelung transplant. :tied at 5:30
p.m. Wednesday in Barnes
Hospital in St. Louis. The
death was the result of heart
and lung failure. a hospital
spokeswoman said.
Sigler was a patient at the
hospital since April 17. 1988,
after her lung transplant.
Funeral services \\oill be held
at 10 a.m. Saturday at the
First PresbyterianChurch in
Ster!ing. Burial will be in the
I.O,O.F. Cemetery in her
hometown .Jf Rock Falls. No
visitation is scheduled.
In 1986. Sigler was the first
person to receive a heart and
bmg transplant at Barnes and
the second in Missouri.
Sigler suffered from
primary pulmonary hyper-

~~j~on atha~a~~~~:U~YJ

asthma symptoms ahout three
years ago. The capillaries in
her lungs contracted and
decreased the blood flow to her
heart. damaging the heart.
Com plica tions developed
after the 1986 transplant and a
more complicated single-lung

457-8165

(Across from McDoncld's)

Sunday Jan. 22nd

8.5." ()( 8.5x14 while, self serve
oPE~: Mon·Thurs II-midnite
Fri 8-6, Sat 10-6, Sun l·g

I:>t L!.. W.~n.
Stat:

4

THIS WEEKEND AT THE

e

10:30 am Chatterbox Cafe
11 :00 am Worship
6:00 pm Sunday Nite Uve
'The Church in the Soviet Union"
(Dinner $1.00)
Change of Date: Single Parents
every Wednesday 7:00 pm

KOPIES & MORE
607 S. Illinois Ave.
(Across from Gatsby's)

529-5679
~\~~~.

r ~£1mC~~
Robin M. Sigler

REDUCED PfUCIES FOR MATINEES,
, STUDENTS 7 DAnA. WEEk
ADVlNCE TICKET SALES

TW~·UTES

.... SPECIAL EHGAGDIENT

transplant was necessary,
physicians said.
Sigler was a graduate
student studying biological
sciences at SIU-C before she
became ill. She received a
bachelor's degree in biological
sciences in 1984.
She is survived by her
husband Todd, a former SIU-C
police officer. now working for
the Secretary of State's Investigation Division; her son,
Jason; her parents, of Rock
Falls; two brothers. Terry
Ettinger of Syracuse. N.Y .•
and Tin. Ettinger of Carbondale; her paternal grandmother, Blanche Ettinger of
Tucs(o. Ariz.; and her
maternal grandmother. Vera
Sayers of Rock Falls.
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Nightly 7;00 9:15
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:00

Welcome Back Specials
January 17 - 20 , 1989

TEQUILA
SUMUSE

"NEW ITEMS"

~

Daily 4:45 7:00 9:30
SAT & SUN
MATINEE 2:00

·~RAINMAN

'+~'.'.'.'
-

_ ': ~!:.

·"1

DUSTIN
HOFFMAN
TOM CRUISE
_ ......"'n
I!!l

I. : if

Daily 5:00 8:00; SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:00

Student Center 1st Floor

Double Cheese Burger
.99 reg. $ 1. 19

,'.'

-'~

:'
."

-

[I~~II

BErrE

BARBARA

MIDLER

HERSHEY

BEACHES
IOJ(:~OHI:~

~

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT - NO PASSES. SUPERSAVERS.
OR MOVIEGOER GIFTBOOK COUPONS ACCEPTED.

Daily 4:45 7:15 9:45; SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:00

Student Center 1st Floor

10% Off all Omelettes

Metyl

Sam

Streep

Neill

A CKY IN·
THEDAKK
MOS.~
~
....... .,W........

Daily 4:30 7:00 9:30
SAT

MATINEE 2:00

SCHWARZE.EGGER
DEVITO
.

TWIINS~ ~
:;i:!~
l\.\'.·I~~.
Film
.. ~ ... >~t# ~
~

Daily 5:00 7:15 9:30
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:30

Harrison ford Melan£ Griffith Sigourney Wea\ef

Worki~
Student Cente. Lower level

Soup and salad $1.99

Girl ~

Daily 4:30 7:009:15; SAT & SUN MATINEE 200

,

Political satirist to lecture
as part of University series
William Buckley Jr.

but is sure it will be eloquent,
witty and worth hearing.
"Most people think of him
(Buckley) as just being
political, but he may talk only
about baseball."
Buckley is known for his
command of language and his
biting wit, and has been
described in the New York
Times Book Review as one of
the wittiest politi.cal satirists
writing today.

speaks at Shryock

as third lecturer
University News Service

Conservative spokesman
and political commentator
William F. Buckley Jr. wiI:
speak at SIU-C on Thursday,
Jan. 26 as the third lecturer in
the 1988-89 Univer"ity Honors
Lecture series.
Buckiey will deliver a free,
public lecture on his
"Reflections on Current
Contentions" at 8 p.m. in
Shryock Auditorium. A public
reception in the Student Center
Gallery Lounge will follow the
lecture.
Frederick Williams, director

William F. Buckley Jr.
of the University Honors
Program, says he is not sure
what Buckley will talk about,

Welcome Back
To Another
Year At

FReiS

What belief w<!tJ to stan the new sen>es\er than at Fred"s, where you
can dance and jump around and sweat :i~.e a pig and no one cares.
Thl" Saturday: THE GORDONS (a cross between Patsy Klien and

Mary Travis) with Wayne Higdon on fiddle. Call today for your reservations.

For Reservations call 549-8221

He has pubiIshed books on
academic freedom and a
controversial defense of Sen.
Joseph McCarthy. His work
currently appears ,n the
National Review, his syndicated column, "On the
Right," and on his weekly
television show, "Firing
Line."

Illinois Bell holds photo contest
Illinois Bell is looking for
some prize-winning pictures to
help it tell the story of
Chicagoland's new area code.
Today the company announced it is sponsoring the
"Capture Chicagoland's
Growth" Photo Contest to
highlight the introduction of
area code, 708, on November
11, 1989. Area code 708 will
serve the suburbs; the city of
Chicago will keep the 312 area

code. The introduction of area
code 708 will not change rates
for calls between the city and
suburbs or customer's sevendigit telephone numbers.
The entries, color photos no
larger than 8 by 10, can be of
anything that helps show this
area's growth.
The contest is divided into
two categories: adult and
student. A grand prize of $708
and a second prize of $312 will

be awarded in each category.
The phone company also will
match each winner's prize
with a contribution of that
amount to a charity selected
by the winner.
Entries must be postmarked
no later than February 21, 1989
and should be sent to: "Capture Chicagoland's Growth"
Contest, P.O. Box 11172,
Chicago, Ill.. 60611.

9259

The Best Place For
Deep Pan Pizza And Beer
Also serving...

'•

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$2.00
$2.50
$3.00

Giant Egg Roll
Fried WonTon 8 ~
Large Shrimp Kabab 5 ~
Fried Bay Shrimp 6~ pes
Crab Rangoon 6 pes
Fried Chicken Wings 1 doz

.o~

~_

~6)

611S./lIinoisAve-OntheStrip
~f:t>.
1-) Fast, Free Delivery 549-8178 ~
.
611 pee Pan Pi~za .

J

1/24/89
BUDWEISER

Beautiful Nails
That Even ~-~
- - .
YOU
~

$9 89

Can Afford!

NAPA RIDGE

MILLER

SHAEFER
or LIGHT

~l $8~9
SUITCASE

White Zinfandel

"How To Do Your Own Acrylic
Nails In 5 Easy Steps. : .

Mon.Thur:90m.llpm
Fri·Sol :90m·12pm
Sun:lpm.l0pm

Ad Effective

$299~
SUITCASE

CRYSTAL
PALACE

12 CANS

RON RICO

Vodka

Puerto Rican Rum

~lU $~5~:L'~ $7 99 $5 29

To order, send $19.95, plus $3.00 postage and
handling to:

De KUYPER
Pf ach Tree Schnapps

lS $4

79

r.O.Box 1069-182
Chesterfield, MO 6300~~]

TAYLOR

$5 "~3L
99

CRIBARI

Sale
Rebate

~ $.3 99

$7.49
-200

49

FINAL$5

COSl

WHITE ZINFANDEL

NAILZ

SEAGRAM'S V.O.

750ML

California Cellars

:~.

750 ML 1t:J

1.7SL

is written by an experienced, board-certified nai I
technician and will teach you, step-by-step, how
to do your own nail tips with acrylic overlays.
Also included with this book is an order form
enabling you to order discounted, professionai
nail products.

_

&

SILVER OR GOLD

C Ip

v.

4 LITERS

ARTLES &JAMES
for
99 f : 1/

CINZANO

2

Asti Spumante

$6 99
750 ML

t!J

$4

Rebat~

FINAL

COST

--

Limit 1 wladd'i purchase
Good Thru 122'89

P~K 2

for

: ':'~: "ft,

t'w':t

$299

8 students
get grants
for nursing

Trustees' terms in hands of Thompson
No set date given
for reappointn lent
or replacements

...

By Mark Barnett
Staff Writer

'.

Three sm trustees' terms
ended Monday, but they will
continue to serve on the
Board of Trustees until the
governor reappoints or
replaces them.
Carol Kimmel, William R.
Norwood and Harris Rowe
either will be reappointed by
Gov. James R. Thompson or
replaced by someone of the
governor's choice. However,
Barry
Hickman,
a
spokesperson for the
governor, said there will be
no deadline for Thompson's
decision.
"The governor has not
acted on the three alt
pointments, and they will

-::'~')'41 _____,
9"'- Zf-.L J

HllrrisRowe

Carol Kimmel

continue to serve until the
governor reappoints or
replaces them," Hickman
said.
Hickman could not
estimate when the trustees
would be notified of their
reappointment
or
replacement. He said the
governor makes more than a
thousand appc>intments to
various boards throughout
the btate, and the ap-

~

HELEN TAYLOR

~\\\\e~ou't\~~
JEWELRY
REPAIR

We Buy Gold

457·7011

~~.' ISLAND
~.J\~ TAN
~

Wvlcomv Back
~ Studvnts!
Only 8 weeks left to tan
before Spring Break

r----------------------,

I

549-7323

I

:L ______________________
4Tans-$10.00 JI
I I per person

L

expires 1-29-89

A check for $2,000 was
presented to SICCM by Eugene
Reister, director of District
VII of the Illinois Health Improvement Association. The
IHIA is a nonprofit memo
bership
association
eslablished thirty-two years
ago. The assodation was
organized with a primary
interest in improving the
health care for rural
Illinoisans.

William R. Norwood
Norwood was appointed to
the Board in 19':4. Norwood
is a pilot for United Airlines,
and he lives in Rolling
Meadows.
Rowe, chairman of the
Board, was appointed in
1971. He is part owner of the
stockbrokerage firm, Rowe,
Henry, &: Deal, Inc., in
Jacksonville. Rowe also
resides in Jacksonville.

The scholarships were made
available by the Illinois Health
Improvement Association to
the Southern Illinois Collegiate
Common Market.

Intramural- Recreational Sports
limn

~

Singles

Doubles
Mixed

~

&!iw1
1124 10 p.m.
2{1 IOp.m.
2/21 IOp.m.

_;fill'

1/261 p.m.
2/9 1 pm.
2/13 1 P.m.

HOTSHOT~

Regis1cr 01 SRC Information desk, or
call 536-5531 for~infonnalion.

ft

\J:::}

divisions.
~ sbool baskets f-om
designated spots around the
c:omt. Penon wi!h most poinl5 at the:
...d cl time wino.

OpeD ID all SIVC Studmu, Faculty, Staff, and Spouses wilb
SRC Use Passes. FacuiJy, Staff, and Spouses wilhout an SRC
Use Pas. may enu:r wilb $3 eulJy fea- ;c.- Table Tennis and Hot
Shot Competition. A $10 fcc is requited for non-use pass holde"
to participate in Inlrllllurai basketball

B
,!flO"

,

Regisuatim begins ll1L 9 at !he SRC
Infonnation Desk. or by 1100II on SaL
1.... 2l.
Men'., WCI1lCIl'r. &lid Whcdcbair

InJrtJl>UqaJ~

Men',. Wom...·s. and Co-Rec
divisions; A, B, C levels of
competition. All tum. must
send • representative ID lbe
CapLain's Meeting held Jan. 24,
Tues. at 4 p.m. in lb. SRC
M'lIti-Purpose Room. Teams will
sign up for days & times of play at
lhis meeting.
Roste" available Jan. 9. at the SRC
Wonnation Desk.

01

536-5531

ft£m~~

DOUBLES .... NPMlXfDDOlIRlf'.S

\-400 W. Main, Carbondal.

ISLAND TAN

pointments
are
not
scheduled.
University trustees are
appointed by the governor,
and serve six year terms.
Sharod Holmes, secretary
for the Board, said each of
the trustees served continuous t.erms since they
were appointed.
Kimmel was appointed to
the Board in 1977, and she
resides in Moline.

[IJJLE TFlVNIS WGIFS

*Ring Sizing
*Chain Repair
*Custom Rings
& Remounts
* Loose Diamonds
*Diamond Rings

I

~/

I~ r
.'.r'·':
/)
r~l" I

Psychic Readings by

I

~

The director of the Southern
Illinois Collegiate Common
Market's Associate Degree
Nursing Program, Jeannine
Hayduk, has announced that
eight area students have
received ADN scholarslnps.

Travel Service, Ltd.

701 South University Avenue
Carbondale. Illinois 61901 a~
618/549-7347

__--_

I

7 I 5 S. University
Carbondale
(enter next to Island Movie Library)

CHINA HOUSE

Restaurant
Carry-out &: Delivery

Look For Our Special 10 Year Anniversary
Prices Starting Feb. 6

Nutrition Month at China House
Enjoy high fiber, low cholesterol dishes prepared
by Carmen for everyone who is interested in
nutrition without sacrificing excellent flavor.

AU- You-Con-Eat
Daily Lunch Buffet
(11-2)

Main Dish 'Soup
. Eggroll
all for

just

$3.95

701 B . South Illinois
Pdl.,"(· 6. Daliy F:'gyptien. J.anLa~ 20. !~;j.j

Dinner Buffet
(5-8)
Fri. Sat. & Sun.
. 3 Entrees . Soup
, Drink

. Eggroll

o/~~T $5.95
549-5032

Beat the high cost of going to coilege.
Take advantage of Amtrak' s multi-nde ticket
and SAVE UP TO 40°'0' Plus. the ticket is
valid for an entire year.
So. every time you travel to Chicago. you
can do it for the best price possible
For more information. call your travel
agera .:..r call Amtrak at I -800-USA-RAIL
Some restnctions may apply

Writer is off mark
in "January Man"

· Grant given
I to cinema
department

Script as unbelievable as characters

B)' Nora Bentley

By Scott Smith

Staff Writer

The SIU cinema
department has received
a $4,500 grant from the
Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and
Sciences for the foun·
dation of a fund for
scholarships.
"They contacted us. It
wasn't anything we
applied
for
or
requested," David
Gilmore, chairman of the
cin.ema and photography
department, said.
Departments that have
a strong national
reputation are the ones
that were chosen, he
said, noting that SIU was
~lifesoho~~~eJ~ve univerThe grant is for one
year, but there may be
continuing support. "I
think they want to see
what the University does

~A!::orets~~d.

money,"
"It's an award of
recognition. I was quite
happy to see it," he said.
The long term quality of
the students that come
from SIU is what a
~~fd.tation is built on, he

Staff Writer

Film Revie\v

"January Man" tries to
combine drama and slapstick.
What comes out is a
melodrama withot't tears or a
laugh.
Kevin Kline is Nick Starkey,
a cop who uses math and
astrological skills, even music,
to find a mnrderer. To add to
the kookiness of t.he script, the
writer has an artist friend, Ed,
who helps Starke:'. Ed paints
naked women with cats 011
their laps. His most useful
purpose is creating a computer
image of New York City, which
Starkey uses to solve the
crime.
The crime plot is improbable. The characterizaEons and the way tile
writer communic·'ltes the story
are flawed.
Captain Alcoa is played by
he usually competent Danny
Aiello. Aiello overreacts to
some situations, then becomes
uncommonly lethargic when
he is expected to react to
situations.
WI-en Alcoa discovers Nick
Starkey will be working for
him, he marches into the
Mayor's office and screams at
the Mayor for an explanation.
But once Starkey starts work

and demands 3 different
computer system and a city
check for Ed, Alcoa gives in
without a single obscenity
The worst acting in the film
belc.ngs to Rod Steiger as the
mayor of New Yorl;: City.
Steiger looks and acts like
Archie Bunker with a perm.
He rattles off cliches and
profanity instead of communicating his emotions.
Susan Sarancon's purpose in
the film seems to be her name
above the title. She plays Mrs.
Frank Starkey, and although
Frank is Nick's brother, she
still loves Nick.

·~~_nw.dor:IIhI1i:ndwktaJl,

till!:: <:w .nIWlalllJD. ViA. ox Muw ca.-od
~_

I

She confesses her love b'
saying, "I married the wrong
man." At the end of the fi!m
Nick tells her how he feels, "I
loved an idea that looked like
you." Prime examples of the
film's bad dialogue.
John Pal:-tck Shaley wrote
the script. He uses cliched
phrases to express emotions
between the characters. The
characters lack depth and
believability. What kills the
film are the jokes, which do not
work.
Don't see "January Man" ,
be happy.
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Uuiversity Loft Company

529-3953

fl~\

~

Umverslty Loh Co. IS a subSidiary ~'vislOn of J Squa,ed

....OlJl.'l'01\TN
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$1,4 1('

Extra

.

~tis~

1.98

"'\
i

8.99

\

=

~t,;,Ligl~t & Gold ~k4.38 __ . '

~fP', Ute &. draft

:tis~ 2.99 ~!
~ SUPER BOWL SPECIALS
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Seagram's

Corbonc.ole

'-

457·3513

wine coolers

@
.
,
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Fri & Sot IOum.2om

I Sunday 1pm. 11 pm

----~/

SPC Video Presents

~

TONIGHT!
8 & 10 pm
Dress Up! Go Nuts!
Student Center Ballroom D
Admission $2.00
For more information
Call SPC at 536-3393

Register now for spring workshops

~1~

Matting and Framing Baskets
Jap... lese Bookbinding Open Studio
MarbeHzing Paper
Guitar
Raku
Origami
Parent/Kid Clay
Papermaking
Landscape Painting
Kid's Kites
Kid's Mh.. ed rthdia
Beginning Pottery
Kid's Clay
Basic Wood
Makea Lamp
Portraits
Kid's Jewelry
Patchwork Quilts ( 1.Jlr "'I! I I - ;., 1- it)')II
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Reagan: Aides kept lips sealed to protect him
WASHINGTON <UPil President Reagan, musing on
the worst s~andal of his administration nn his last full day
in the WhitE' House, suggested
Thursday that aide!' involved
in the Iran-Contra affair kept
details secret to protect him.
"Obviously, then: had been
some things not told to me,"
the president said In a halfhour Oval Oifice interview
with wire-service reporters.
Reviewing the foreign policy
scandal that paralyzed hi"
presidency in 1987, Reagll"
again insisted that the 1986
U.S. arms sales to Iran were
not cfforts to buy freedom for
Americans hdd in Lebanon by
pr<rIran Moslem extremists.
In addition, the president
said he believes his forme-r
aides John Poindexter and
O!iver North were tryi.,g to
protect him by apparently
keE'ping from him key information about the weapons
deals and the subsPquent
diversion of arms-sale!' profits
to the Nicaraguan Contra

"Their operating covertly and then not telling
some things could ha ve'Jeen an effort tc
protect me."
-Ronald Reagan
rebels
"I HAVE to say this: I think
there is a great likelihood that

their operating covertly ana
tnen not telling some things
could have been an effort to
protect me," he said, "in other
words, to not involve me, not il\
crime, but in some procedures
that they followed."
Reagan's comment was his
first suggesting directly that
Poindexter and North may
have been trying to protect
him.
Thursday'S intef"view -another in a series granted in
the last two w~ks to the
nation's major news outlets was conducted as Reagan and
his wife, Nancy, whirled
through a frantic final day of
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STUDENTS WHO NEED

:MONEY FOR COLLEGE
I
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Every Student Is Eligible fo; Some Type of Financial
Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income,

STAFF MEMBERS who
have served the Reagans were
to leave the executive mansion
for good at the close of the
day's business to make r()('m
for people working for
President-elect George i1ush.
The president said he has
reservations about "giving
any advice" to his successor,
who takes the oath of office at
noon EST Friday.
.. I don't think it's proper for
me to volunteer such advice,"
Reagan said.
Reagan ruled out 11th-hour

Happy Hoor lZ-9pm
~; Utr 40t drafts
Happy Hour Rvtorr~s
Midnit'l to Cios'l!
..5 uper6ow{ S unaay
49~rs vs. B~ngals
30t drafts
~.k~~==~~

Dawgs on thcr
Road'
~

SAJ.UKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE

~~

I

CHECKS CASHED

WESTt:RN UNION

'Money Orders

"Travelers Checks

"Title & Registration
ServiC8

'Notary Pub!ic

. 1990 F'assenger car ren'3v/al stickers
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RENT

(Matthew, Mark and Luke)

5:00 - 6:30 pm Tuesdays and Thursdays
Three Hour CrOOft Course
Class begins 1bursday January 26th

Registration $5.00 l!t. Tuitio.l $45.00

..~

The American
Tap

THE PRESIDENT noted a
difference between the captives in Lebanon and the 444day hostage drama that
dogged his predecessor,
Jimmy Carter, even as Carter
handed over the presidency to
Reagan in January l!l8L
"We know that any overt
attempt at rescue, even if we
did have a hint of where they
were, we would run the risk of
their assassination or
execution before we could get
themcAlt."

Instructor Dale Crall
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North was an aide in the
political-nillitary section of the
National Security Council,
fired on Nov. 25, 1986. He

The Synoptic Gospels

carriers, grocery cIed<s, ~dars, non-smokers ... etc.
Results GUARANTEED.

~--~--------~-------~
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Extension Bible Course

Many scholarships are given to studerU basad on their academic
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POINDEXTER
WAS
Reagan's ll.'ltional security
adviser from December 1985 to
Nov. 25, 1986 - when Attorney
General Edwin Meese
revealed the diversion
scheme. At 1987 congressional
bearings into the scandal,
Poindexter said he never told
Reagan rf the diversion, adding: "The buck stops with

aclrnowledg,~d
i:-eing the
"action officer" for the arms
deals and the diversion, calling
the whole operation "a neat
idea."
The twt) men were indicted
March 16 on charges arising
from the scanda.l; North is
scheduled to go to trial Jan. 3L
Real!an said Bush attended
some of the meE'tings during
which the Iran arms sales
were discussed, •• but he did not

NOKTii~CBNTRAL=BiBrir=COLLBGECI

We have a data bank 0: tNlK 200,000 listings of ~rships, ~
~~nIs, and loAns, repr-mng tNar $10 billoon .. prIVate

•

\

farewells. The president,
wearing a dark brown suit,
appeared tense and a little
tired; a few gray strands
appeared in his dark auburr.
hair.

pardons for P('indexter and
North althl)ugh, "J. can't
believe thi'~ either one of these
men was guilty of any criminal
activity, mys~lf. "
"There have been implications of personal gain and
so forth. A pardon now before
the trial would leave them
forever after witil that guilt
hanging over them," hc said.
"I say, lat the legal process go
forward and then determine
with regard to a pardon."

NG

.tee:

For more information call 549-0590 or stop by
Student Ministries Center, 108 S. Poplar St., Carbondale
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Pinch Penny
Pub
SATURDAY
IMPORT EXTRAVAGANZA
Over 65 Varieties of Imports only $1.35
Introducing Pinch Penny Pub's
PUNCHCARil PRIZES

PUN C H
CAR D Try

Try 7 Varieties = 1 free beer
Try 15 Varieties a Pinch Penny T-Shirt
35 Varieties = a Pinch Penny sweatshirt
Try 55 Varieties= 1 case of beer of your choicd
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Oil companies resume operations with Libya
Reagan relaxes
tough sanctions
as his tenn ends
WASHINGTON (UPO
President Reagan, in his last
full day in office and jus~ 15
days after American \\-arplanes shot down two l,ibyan
jets, eased sanctions against
Moammar Gadhafi's government Thursday, telling
American oil companies they
may resume operations in
Libya.
Officials at the State
Department and the White
House said the Reagan administration's modification of
its 1986 economic sanctions
against the Libyan government were meant to deprive

the Libvans of a financial
windfall-while allowing U.S. oil
companies to protect their
investments in Libya.
The oil companies involved
are:
Conoeo, Marathon,
Amerada Hess, Occider~tal and
W.R.Grace.
Under an existing order, that
would have expired June 30,
the U.S. oil companies were at
a standstill - unable to pump
oil 0:- sell it. The Libyan
government lo<>k over oil field
operations.
In the modification of that
order. issued on the last
working day of the R~gan
administration, the Treasury
Department will allow the
companies "to resume their
operations in Libya, transfer
operations to foreign subsidiaries, or sell their assets, if

they so desire."
In a statement, the U.S.
government saia, "The
presir.ent's decision has been
taken to protect U.S. interests.
It will elimininate the
significant financial windfall
which Libya has been
receiving by marketing the
U.S. oil companies' equity
share of oil ... It also protects
the U.S. oil companies from a
potential breach of contract
l'laim" from the Libyan
government
The U.S. ~tatement said,
"This deCision doe" not
represent a change in the
attitude of the U.S. govern·
ment toward Libva. Our view
remains unaltered. Libya stiil
supports terrorism and subversion. It continues to act
agains. the i:lterests of the

Bush cautious to set
pol.icies with Soviets
WASHINGTON (UPI) George Bush, just hours away
fr.>m the presidency, set a
cautious course Thursday for
U.S. foreign policy in his administration, but said the
Kremlin knows better than to
read his prudence as "footdragging."
In an interview with wire
se; vice reporters, a relaxed
Bush indicated his desire for a
top-to-bottom foreign policy
review is likely to preclude the
Feb. 15 sched'.Jed resumption
of negotiations ''In cuts in
strategic arsenals.
While negotiations could
continue on some technical
;.ssues "that don't require new
di..-C('t!on or new emphasis,"
ht> <;a;d that "to really move
forw~rd on talks that already
have n;ade progress, we have
to finish U'll' review. "
"I think the Soviets understand that my intention is
not to drag my feet, but tQ
sqnpll- do a .:prud~nt
rea~essment," Bush said.
"And in tenos of how long, I
don't think we really know yet.
I don't feel inclined to ad~t a
timetable.'"
.
On a more immediate issue,
B'JSh expres!.ed concern that a
purported thteat attribu~.to
Palestine
Liberatl'on
Organization
Chairman
Vasser Arafat "does not
facilitate improving relations"
between the United States and
thePLO.
A lthough the State Department concluded that Arafat
appeared to thl'eaten the li.(e of

Palestinians who seek to quell
the uprisings in the Israelioccupied territories, Bush said
he "would like to review the
tape" before drawing any
conclusions.
If the remarks constitute a
retreat from a renunciation of
terrorism, a condition set by
the United States formal talks
with the PLO, "that could foul
the dialogue," Bush said.
"Just from what I've read,
I'd say it's a setback to peace
rather than an enhancement of
peace," he said.
Nonetheless, Bush said the
recent decision by President
Reagan to hold formal talks
with the PLO will Mt change.
Though his Cabinet and
senior advisers are in place,
Bush takes office Friday at
noon with Ws political agenda
still unclear. His stated desire
to "hit the ground running"
has been at apparent odds with
the time required for his
foreign policy review and has
collided with stark budget
realities.
Leaning back frlim his desk,
Bush signaled no rush to meet
with Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev, insisting progress
in U.S.-Soviet relations should
not "be measured solely on
whether there is a summit
meeting."
"What I don't want to do is
schedule a meeting just to
have it said that we're having
a meeting," he said, "because
I don't think that does
anyLing but needIessly raise

united States and the West."
The statement continued,
"No improvement in U.S.
relations can be possible
without concrete and durable
change ir Libya's behavior."
A 23-page repo,"t, i.ssued
Wednesday by the State
Department, contained a long
list of terrorist actions supported by the Libyans in
Africa, Lath. America, the
Caribbean end the Middle
East.
The U.S. trade embargo
against Libya remains in ef·
fect, barring tne use of
American pass:>orts to travel
to Libya except for special
circumstances, such as trips
by journalists.
Under the modified order,
the U.S oil companies,

through their foreign sub·
sidiaries and using thirdcountry nalionals to operate
the oil fielcis. can sell
petroleum to other countries.
The oil cannot be exported to
the United States, howev~r.
The U.S. trade embargo
against Libya remains in effeet, barring the use of
American passports to travel
to Libya except for special
circumstances, such as trips
by journalists.
Under the modified order.
the U.S. oil companies,
through their foreign subsidiaries and using third·
country nai.;onai!, to operate
the oil fields, can sell
petroleum to other countries.
The oil cannot be exported to
the United States, however.

BE SOLD!ETC.
-JACl<.fTS· SOCKS,

OVER 25.000 NAME BRAND SWEATSHIRTS
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Reagan's last fun day in D.C.
sparks hum~r of 'tag sale'
WASHI~.JGTON (UPl) President Reagan spent his
la&t full day in office Thursday
~y talking about Americp's
greatness, quipping about a
"tag sale" as he readies to
depart Washington and
~~nJ. honor~~o...~
'I hope you stick around a
little while afterwards," he
told a White House luncheon.
"We're having a tag sale
upstairs and everything must
go."
The line drew gentle
laughter from the crowd of
congressional leaders aad
Cabinet members, who at the
close of Reagan's final public
address as president gave him
a prolonged standing ovation.
"Thank you," said Reagan,
who ends his eight-year reign
Friday as one of the most
popular presidents in 11 .S.
history.
Althougn the luncheon

provided a chance for su?"
porters to salute Reagan, it
was held so Reagan could
present the Presidential Medal
of Freedom to Secretary of
State George Shultz and
Michael Mansfield, who
recently stepped down as U.S.
ambassador to Japi\6.
Shultz held four Cabinet
posts during hi.3 long political
career and Mansfield served in
Congress for 34 years, including a record 16 as Senate
Democratic leader, before
being namP-d U.S. ambassador
to Japan
The pair were the 84th and
85th to receive the highest
civilian award during the
Reagan admininstration.
Reagan called Shultz and
Mansfield "two remarkable
men" and said they, along with
the pre'/ious recipients,
represent "the flesh and blood
and spirit of what makes
America great."
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AIDS, street drug use lead to 18 boom in prison
Doctor's warn
other institutions
to be on guard
CHICAGO (uP!) - The twin
epidemics of AIDS and street
drug use have led to a soarir.g
increase in tuberculosis in
New York state's prisons,
doctors said Thursday, warning other prison svstems '0 be
on guard.
Writing in the Journal of the
American
Medical
Association, a team of seven
researcher; saiJ the number
of people with tuberculosis
more than quadrupled. going

from 25 per 100,000 prisoners a were imprisoned, two of the
decade ago to more than 105 TB (;ases found in 1986 may
per 100,000 in 1986 in New York have been contracted behind
bars. Three prisoners in close
prisons
"There is no doubt that TB contact with one another all
transmission within prisons is came down with the same
a real threa t," the researchers unusual strain of the tuberwrote after finding cases in 25 culosis bacterium.
of New York State Department
The researchers said the rise
of Correctional Services' 52
facilities. The system now in inmates' TB has occurred
includes 57 prisons housing "in parallel with the AIDS
44,000 prisoners, said Dr. Dale epidemic," with TB taking an
Morse, one of the authors of increasing toll primarily
the study, adding that the "among men aged 30 to 49
increase in TB continued years from minority groups
having a history of previolL'>
through 1988.
illegal drug use. Similar
While most of the men ap- features have been noted for
pear to ha ve become infected the increase in TB cases seen
with AIDS and TB before they in some areas nationally."

Prisoners with TB were
seven to 10 times more likely to
have used illegal drugs than
were inmates without TB, said
Morse, who directs the Bureau
of Communicable Disease
Control for the New York State
Department of Health. Contaminated needles used to
inject street <!rugs can spread
the AIDS Virus which, in turn,
impairs the body's ability to
fight off diseases like TB.
Studies in 24 states have
shown 4.2 percent ot people
with AIDS also have TB and
the researchers said at least 56
pel'cent, but possibly all of the
inmates with TB had signs of
AIDS iniection.

Morse said normally very
few people infected by
tuberculosis develop the
disease or become infectious to
others. But when they are
simultaneously infected by the

Eastern Europe without the
most up-tlHiate equipment we
can afford," Ledogar said. He
also rejected the possibility of
sucb a freeze while disarmament talks are underway.

production of weapon:; and
military technology would be
reduced by 19.5 percent.

AIDS virus, people's immune
systems are unable to keep the
TB in check and they develop
the contagious disease.
Dr. M. Miles Braun, now an
epidemiologist at the Centers
for Disease Control, credited
prompt treatment of infected
prisoners with preventing TB
from becoming a more
widt"Sprt;8d problem in New
York.

WITHDRAW, from Page 1
A NATO spokesman in
Brussels said if the Soviet
decision "signals that ... the
Soviets are now beginni.ng to
realize that their ootphtia! far
ex c e e d s
leg it i mat <:
requirements, we can only find
such steps encouraging."
"Let me point Ollt that
NATO, at its own iniiiative,
has already unilaterally
reduced its own theater
nuclear stockpile by some
2AOO warheads over the past
several years," the spokesman
said.
In Washington, White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
said U.S. officials would wait
to assess the ramifications of
the announced withdrawals,

but said, "W<! welcome any
move to reduce the Soviet
military forces."
Shevardnadze told the
conference that the Soviets, in
the lraI!leWor'i of previously
announced troop reductions in
East
Germany,
Czechoslovakia and Hungary,
also would withdraw tactical
or battlefield nuclear weapons
assigned to those troops.
"PursLing its declarea
fun:l.a.nental objective of
removing any foreign military
preser.ce ar.d bases from the
territories of other countries,
the SOVII~t Union will withdraw
from c€ntral Europe military
formations and units with all
their orgamc armaments,

includHlg tactical nuclear
systems," he said in his
speech.
"We proceed from the
premise that nuclear weapons
are a step backward, not
forward," Shevardnadze said.
He said the Soviets were not
"engaged in the modernization
of tactical nuclear missiles"
and impliCitly urged the West
toadoptasimliarstance.
But Ambassador Stephen
Ledogar, chief U.S negotiator
for forthcoming Vienna talks
on conventional arms
reductions, said the 0.S. would
continue to update its tactical
nuclear systems.
"1'.:0 U.S. presidant is going
to have U.S forces deployed in
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GRADUATING SPRING 1989
HAVE YOU APPLIED fOR GRADUATION

FEES,

a 14.2 percent cut in the
defense budget and said nearly

half the 500,000 troops being

demobilized from the armed
forces will come from the
European area.
In ff'!marks to members of
the Trilateral Commission, a
non-governmental organization of politicians and
businessmen from the United
States, Western Europe and
Japan, Gorbachev also said

IF NOT, YOU MUST DO so IMMEDIATELY.

addition currently being built
as well as inflationary costs
and salary increases.
The student recreation fee
has been increased by $15 in
the last two years to fund the
construction of the Student
Recreation Center's new
addition, but no increase has
been imposed for the last four
years for operating costs.

THi: DEADLINE TO APPLY FOR MAY 1989 GRADUATION
IS JANUARY 20, 1989.
..PPlICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT ADMISSIONS AND

,..1/2 Of Your Cover Goes

YOUR ADVISEMENT CENTER. APPLICATIONS MUST 6E
FILLED IN AND RETURNED TO ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS

If One Of The Cards
Wins - Everyone Wins!

RECORDS SECTION, BY THE DtADLlNE, FRIGAY,

12 oz. Drafts

JANUARY 20, 1989. YOU DO NOT NEED TO lAKE THE

75¢

APPLICATION TO THE BURSAR. THE FEE WILL APPEAR
ON YOUR NEXT BURSAR STATEMt.NT .
DEADLIN E ----FI<IDAY, JANUARY 20, 1'l8'l.

The proposals call for
increasing the rec fee
by $6 to $53 per
semester al' J medir;al
benefit fee by $/) to
$64 a semester

~

Into A Lotto Pool.

RECORDS, WOODY HALL RECORDS SECTION, OR FROM

The Undergraduate Student
Government and the Graduate
and Professional Student
Council will make recommendations to the Student
Health Center and the student
recreation center advisory
boards.

He said Wednesday that
of those being
demobilized will come from
the European part of the
country - the forces facing the
Western NATO alliance.
Another 200,000 will come from
the Far East and the
remainder, or 60,000, from
southern republics, he said.
240,000
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(No one else has 'em)
519 S. Illinois
FOOSBALL
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One USG senator is ap in
arms about the situation.
Senator Rod Hugh..s expressed concern over the
matter, saying that the increase i'! not appropriate after
the latest tuition increase.

J

"The administration cannot
keep nickIe and diming us to
death," Hughes said. "They're
doing this to us (students)
every semester. I'm going to
do my best to defeat it
( proposal) ."

f
I

i

"It doesn't matter what we

(USG) recommend," Hughes
said. "The Board of Trustees
will approve the incrEase
despite what we recommend."
Bill Hall, USG president,
said senators wi!! be gathering
students' opinions before
making recommendations to
either advisory board.
Pagt' I'l. Dally Egyptian. January 20.
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The Soviet leader elaborated
on a Dec. 7 speech before the
United Nations in New York in
which he announced that
500,000 troops were being
retired from the armed forces.
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Rita Nitz's lawyer requesting
continuance to review case
By Richard Nunez
Staff Writer

An attorney for Rita Nitz
said he will push for a continuance of her trial on
homicide charges because the
defense has not received a
transcript of the Richard Nitz
trial.
Circuit Judge Donald
Lowery granted Wednesday a
motion to delay the start of
Mrs. Nitz's trial until March
20.

R!!~t If..:~e~i~ ~~t:-:~h

20 "is')'t a realistic date"
because the transcript will
have
to
be
read
"meticulously" and he expects
more pretrial motions to result
from the transcript.
Because of publicity
generated by the Nitz trial,
Drew asked Wednesday that
Mrs. Nitz's trial on homicide
charges be moved outside of

Williamson County.
Drew said that media attention focused on the Nitz
trial may prejudice the 0bjectivity of Jurors picked from
the immediate area.
"The public has heard so
much about Richard," Drew
said. "The' sensational nature
of the trial - there's been
homosexuality, beheading,
Hichard is on dea th row - tha t
it's impacted negatively on
Rita."
Richard and Rita Nitz were
charged with killing Michael
Miley, 23, of Murphysboro.
Miley" decapitated body was
founa April 9 in the trunk of his
car, which wa'i parked at
Progress Cemetery in Union
County.
Nitz, 38, was found guilty of
first-degree murder on Oct. '1:l
and Judge Lowery sentenced
him to death by lethal injection.

Before Mrs. Nitz's hearing
Wednesday, Public Defender
Larry Brooking, attorney for
Nitz, asked Judge Lowery to
reconsider Nitz's death sen·
tence. Lowery declined and
said he believed he no longer
had jurisdiction over the Nitz
case. Lowery also said he
would not hear any further
motions to reconsider the
death sentence unless the
lllinois Supreme Court ruled
otherwise.
Mrs. Nitz, 29, is on trial for
the first-degree murder of
Miley and also is cha.ged with
concealing a homicide.
Lowery told Drew to file any
further pretrial motions within
14 days, but allowed exceptions for any motions
resulting from the transcript.
Drew said he will file a
venue change for the tria!
within the 14-day limit ordered
by Lowery.
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[T?E RED LIGHT SPEC/All
New Drink Specials Announced
Every Hour
-valid only when red light is flashing

Police Blotter
Mikell Miskell, 45, of 610 S.
Division in Carterville. '
reported a black flatbed trailer
was stolen from. the back of his
truck while it was parked at
the First Christian Church, 312
W.Monroo.
Police said the trailer was
stolen between 10 a.m., Jan. 10
and 10 a.m., Jan.n. The trailer
w!ts valuedat$I,SOO.
Adam Andrews, 20, of 1608
Schneider Hall, reported his
car was scratched and dented
while it was parked at 800 S.
Washington.
Police said the damage
occurred between 7 p.m. and 8
a.m. Jan. 17-18. The damage
was valued at $500.
Janet Hartman, 21, of 600 W.
Mill, reported someone had
stolen a Toshiba stereo-radio
cassetta recorder from her
Stevenson Arms apartment.
Police said the burglary
occurred 5 to5:3O p.m. Dec. 18.
The stereo was valued at $230.
Michael Magnussen, 20, of
507 W. Main, reported $914
worth of stereo components
stolen from his home.
Police said the burglary
occnrred between Dec. 17 and
Jan. 6.

Bundy trying
to postpone
his execution
LAKE CITY, FLa. (UPI) A circuit court judge ruled
Thursday there were no
grounds for halting convicted
serial killer Theodore Robert
"Ted" Bundy's execution next
week a decision Bundy's
attorneys appealed to the state
Supreme Court.
Shortly after the lower court
decisiou was announced
Thursday, sta te Supreme
Court justices agreed to hear
the appeal at 9 a.m. Friday.
Bundy is scheduled to die
Tuesday at 7 a.m. in Florida's
electric chair.
Bundy, suspected in as many
as three dozen deaths and
disappearances of young
women - mosti" in the Pacific
:-.<orthwest - was sentenced to
die :or the 1978 slaying of
Kimbt'r:\ Leach, 12, of Lake
City.
•

Now is the time to make
your choice. Because
every ArtCan'ed college
ring - from handsome
traditional to contemporary styles - is on sale
00\\1 You'll be impressed
\\ith the fine ArtCarved
craftsmanship that's
backed by a ~ull Ufetime
Warranty. And you'll
appreciate the savings
Don't miss out!

The Quality
The Craftsma11sblp.
The Reu.'ard Jim Deserl'e.
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Entertainment Guide
SPECIAL EVENTS:
Country Fest, Synergy
benefit, featuring Area Code
618, Cimarron and QUdrter
Moon, 8 tonight at Fred's
Dance Barn in Cambria.
Never Sang For My
Robert Anderson
drama at the <;tage Co. Performances are 8 p.m. Friday
and Saturday with a 2 p.m.
matinee on Sunday.
"I

The Inverted Nipples, from
Evansville, appearing with
Night Soil Coolies, Cold Ride,
138 and The Plugs, 8:30 tonight
at 611 Pizza, S. Tllinois.
Jim Skinner and the Carbondale Revue, 9:30 tonight at
P .K. 's, 308 S. Illinois.

is pleased to announce
the addition of

Uncle John's Band, tonight
and Saturday at Hangar 9, 5lJ
S. Illinois.

DR. JOHN D. ROMINES
to our professional staff.
Dr. Romines is now taking
appointmanls.

Mercy, 9:00 p.m. Sunday at
Pinch Penny Pub, 700 E.
Grand.

457-4133

"~ather,"

"Last of the Red Hot
Lovers," Neil Simon comedy
at John A. Logan College.
Performances are 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday.
MUSIC:

State magazine
looking for
submissions
A fiction and arts
magazine is looking for
short stories and novel
excerpts by Illinois
authors for its fourth
issue.
The
magazine,
"Writers' BAR-B-Q,"
features writing and
illustration from artists
around the state. It is
published by Sangamon
Writers, a non-profit
organization.
Submissions may be
sent to: The Writers'
BAR-B-Q, 924 Bryn Mawr
Blvd., Springfield 62703.

I

Russ Bono. 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday at the Holiday
Inn, 800 E. Main.

OJ Show. with WmB; 10
p.m. Saturday at Jeremiah's,
!lOl N. Washington.

Mercedez, 9:30 tonight and
Saturday at Gatsby's. Campus
Shopping Center.

OJ Show, 9 tonight at TBirds, III N. Washington.

Bronx Zoo. 9:30 p.m. Sunday
at Gatsby's, Campus Shopping
Center.

OJ Show. 9 tonight and
Saturday at the Ramada Inn
Oasis Lounge, 2400 W. Main.

·CHIALPHA
COUf:r.c M'NISTQIE5

Professional herb growers
to present unique harvests
A variety of herbs will be
featured at the 1989 Midwestern Herb Show Feb. 10-12
at Times Square Mall in Mount
Vernon.
Displays from all over the
Midwest will include wildcrafted herbs such as ginseng,
maddog skullcap and lobelia
inflata. Herbal artists will
display their talents with the
harvests. Professional
growers will have usual and
unusual herb botanicals
available and nationwide
booksellers will have a large
assortment of herbal information for your perusal and
purchase.
Meet the real herb people
from the Midwest: wild
craft.ers, herbal artists, ~rbal

Sponsored by the City of
Mount Vernon and Oakdale
Herb Farm, the Midwestern
Herb Show is fast becoming
the annual gathering of
Midwest herb professionals to
demonstrate and share their
herbal knowledge with
everyone interested in the
delirious, scentillating world
of herbs.
For more information about
exhibiting or attending the
show, call 800-341-5464.

Sundays: 6pm
7pm

that Sell

YOU!

Dinner with Frie:lds
Evening Worship

Mondays: 1100n Women in Religion
Discussion Group

$19.88
_so

-Charismatic Worship
- Study in the Word
-Christian Fellowship
- Biblical Encouragement

"To know Christ and to make Him known."

Tonight! 7:00PM
Wham Auditorium (Room 105)
~

Everyone Welcome!

Our salon Is proud to offer
New Image Salon
System. a revolutionary new
service where you can
actually~ your new Cut.
Hair Color. or Complete
Makeover.bfiJQm the work Is

me

done.
YOIS face Is placed on a tv /

~:==~

screen and the new IooI<s ..
you wont magically change
your appearance.

The New Image Salon System
eUminates those fears of
change by letting you see
yourself first.

CALl TODAY FOR AN
APPOINTMENT.

Art of Hair
11 N. 11th

Murphysboro
687-4747

An Ecumenical campus ministry of the United
Church of Christ, Presbyterian Church (USA),
Church of the Brethren, Christian Church (Disciples')

oop.es

KOPIES & MORE
607 S. Illinois Ave.
(Pcross from Gatsby's)

Rev. L<aren Knodt

Interfaith Centel
913 S. Illinois

529-5679

549-7387

HAPPY
HOOR BUFFET
2 for the price of 1 drinks
(3 drink minimum)

~50¢···drafts·1
• • • • w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Join us for the Best
l::im;my Hour in town
with rt full buffet
and great
drink sp~cials!

RAMADA
INN
529-2424
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Rt. 13 West
Carbondale
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teachers and professional
herbgrowers. Find out the
difference between potpourri
and a simmerscent and how to
make each one from
botanicals in your own back
yard.

University Christian Ministries

Laserset . ,

E'-A--

Iii

YOU'RE INVITED!

Special Guests Britny Fox &

FEBRUARY 15 • 7:30 P.M.
SrtOWl M~ ((ENTER
~

_, .•,_'u__ '....' '0'. _ _ ..._ •

Reserved seats available at the Box Office and
Disc Jockey Records in Carbondale.
Call (314) 651-5000 10 charge by phone.

Mystery man visits Poe's grave bearing gifts
Cognac and roses
placed on burial
of famed writer
BALTIMORE (UPI) - A
mysterious
black·clad
stranger continued an eerie 40year tradition Thw'Sday by
placing a bottle of cogilaC and
a red rose on the tombstone of
Edgar Allan Poe in a solemn
birthday salute to the famed
horror writer.
Jeff Jerome, curator of the
Edgar Allan Poe House
museum in Baltimore, and a
small group of people
celebrating Poe's 180th birthday watched from the
catacombs of Westminster
r.all, which adjoins the
cemetery.

At 3:40 a.m., the stranger
placed the cognac and roses at
the grave where Poe reportedly was buried 139 years ago.
Jerome said the stranger's

~:~:~I:~~P,tl8rance
Jerome said the 1989 visitor
is likely not the same person
who began the tradition if'
1949, but the scenario has
changed little.
"He w!'re a black hat, a
black cloak and black pants,"
Jerome said of the pre-dawr.
visitor. "We think he IS elderly
because he stwnbled three
times an1 was very thin. He
placed the cognac and roses on
the gravesite, then kneeled

haid ~~wt ~~~to: ~~J
paused for about 2(} seconds as
though saying a short prayer.

Then he left. "
No one knows the identity of
the visitor, who on occasion in
the past has dressed in a black
top hat and white scarf.
"We have several suspects,
but we make absoiutely no
attempt to identifr rum,"
Jerome said. "We want to
respect his privacy. We hope
just to be witnesses to an
annual event. We don't want to
ruin it by e-:posing the
stranger.
"I think it's nice to ru. ve a
mYEtery, especially connected
with Poe. We are curious, but
we've been strong so far."
The city of Boston - where
Poe wa.: born 180 years ago staged a benefit performance
in honor of hIS birthday
Thursday and unveiled a
plaque commemorating the

monument that bear's Poe's
name in Westminster yard.
Poe was born Jan. 19, 1809, in
Boston where his mother
worked as an actress. After
her death three years later,
Poe was bhunted from family
to family until he arrived in
Baltimore, where he lived with
cousin Virginia Clemm, who
he later married.
Among his most widely read

h~ma:.eaa w~~~~~~~~ ~~"a:~d ~~~:Spftr:n~T~:
since been demolished.
The annual gravesite visit is
yet another aspect of mystery
and controverbY that has
become the legend of Poe.
Even Poe's death, in
Baltimore Oct. 7, 1849, is the
subject o{ dispute. Some
his:Orians claim the wrong
body was placed under the

,.

Pendulum."
Poe scholars speculate his
years of poverty and grief in
Baltimore, where he wrote his
first horror story, "Berenice,"
led to hallucinations and
fevers that haunted his works.
He was found semi-conscious
on a Baltimore street Oct. 3,
1849, and died four days later.

..................................................................................................................~

Country Fest
to raise cash
f:)r Synergy
Country and western music
will benefit Synergy crisis
intervention center at 8 tonight
at Fred's Dance Barn in
Cambria.
Bands performing include
Area Code 618, Cimarron and
Qaarter Moon.
Admission is $4 and all
proceeds go to Synergy, the
counseling center in the
eeodesic dome on Illinois
A/enue.
The event is the lates~ in a
series of musical benefits held
to raise funds for the Carbondale institution. Past
benefit& have featured lock
and blues.
Patrons may bring their own
alcohol, however, kegs will not
be permitted, promoter Don
Motz,said.

author.
The program, hosted by a
committee of scholars and
local residents, featured actor
Norman Geor~e in a one-man
show portraymg Poe and a
slide presentation by p.:;e
scholar Clifford Krainik.
The bronze plaque commemorating Poe's Boston
connection will be installed
near the Boston Common, in

~ T -BIRDS ~-.

let me deSign an individual Wedding
Engagement ring set for your special
relationship.

I

I also do one of a kind rings and

Inecklaces for special birthdays and
\anniversaries.

U

I~
~

~
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Before You Pick
Up Your Books

-

Start The Semester
Off Right.

!
~

AUanStuck
a.,..•

!

iI

50¢
Draft~

-.

$2.75 Pitchers -.
All Day All Nite

~

l-tll "'. Washington 529-.)1)01)

!

"""~

Bril19in9 the 6est Of the Orient to you cadi day
SUNDAY BUFFET

Behind The
Courthouse
In

11 A.M.-3 P.M. EACH SUNDAY

--_~!!.'E.~~~~ __ •

~ Coupon
2 Medium
2 Topping
Thin Crust Pizzas

$11.95

$5.95 chilJren 12& under $3.95
A wide variety of Hunan, Szechwan Be
Mandarin Cuisine.
Includes salad and appetizer

"Live Music Friday & Saturday 5 p.m.-close"

Coupon good thru
Sunday Jan. 29th

Xf,w yardens

------------99¢
~ Coupon

THURSDAYS:

Pitcher of Coke,
Bud Light
or
Carafe of Wine
WITH VALID 10
(Limit 1 per tablf')
Coupon good thru

__..§~!21~~~~!2!~-REMEMBER

.-J i--lfJIf'ri?

~ isbehilld
the courthouse in
Murphysboro.

I-.

JnII......" " '. ." " " " '....

~
684-5598

=
-.

I
I

So.tIa
1 (II,. Ara.lel'. _ark.t)
CarboDdal•• 1L PboD.:.:&8-:&841

;
"
-.

T'lrae best H •••• Sr-ec"• • • • M •• dari.t
c .......... h. Hem. arca

1520 S. PARK AVENUE
HERRIN
988-1718

l

Free Dessert
for Sr. Citizens
with dinner •
Free drink on
your birthday .

Luncheon Specials Every Day •
Dinners • Cocktails • Carry Outs
Banquet Dinners are Available •
Party Room for Groups or Private Dinners
Hours: Sun.·Thurs. 11 A.M.·9:30 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. 11 A.M.·IO:30 P.M.

Only 6 minutes
from Carbondale.
Daiiy Egyptian. January 2U.
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Disaster relief a welcomed sight in Allendale
ALLENDALE (UPI) - The
clang of carpenters' hammers
sounded the rebuilding effort
in t~e tornado-stricken town
Thursday as government
agencies moved in to dccept
..iisaster relief a!>plicatiolllS.
Mayor Jack Loeffler said
more than 20U people turned
out Wednesday night at a
public meeting at a Disaster

~P~'i:s~og~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~

learn abc,ut the tornado reli<>i
process.
A twister struck the
southeastern Illinois town of

613 almost without warning the

evening of Jan. 7, destroying 53
homes and damaging dozens of
others as it Wiped out a 10block area.
There were no fatalities but
mort' than 5() people were sent
to hospitals. Presi!!ent Reagan
last Friday declared four
counties, including Wabash in
which Allendale is located,
disaster areas, qualifying
them for federa! disaster
relief.
Loeffler said government
agencies will accept applications on an . individual

basis from 10 a.IJI. to 7 p.m.
Thcrsday, Friday and
Saturday at the First Cru·istian
Church. Then representatives
of the Small Business Administration are scheduled to
start accepting applicatiolhi
for disaster aid at the same
location starting Monday.
Work already has begun by
some property owners in
rebuilding or repairing
destroyed or damaged homes.
"I think I have issued 10 or 12
building permits already,"
said Loeffler. He said debris
already has been cleared from

the ruins of the town's post
office, community center,

~~~!isCitt~~e:~~:~o~~:
by the twister.

Clean-up work on clearing
debris ircm private property is
progressing "real well," said
Loeffler. Some debris has been
burned while concrete and
other materials have been
dumped in a cut that once
marked the right-'lf-way for an
abandoned railroad that ran
through near the center of the
community.

"I think w~ will be beck 100
percent witliJl a few months,"
said Loeffler of the rebuilding
effort. "But that doesn't include the tret'S - it takes them
awhile to grow."
Loeffler said scores of trees
were downed by the tornado
and that the town currently is
making a count to see if
assistance can be received in
replacing tllem.
Allendale was included in a
tornado watch area about 4.')
minutes before Lle storm hit,
Loeffler sain.

State trying to Iteep original handbill of Lincoln
SPRINGFIELD (UPI) - An
original handbill which was
drafted more than ISO years
ago by Abraham Lincoln is for
sale and tile Illinois State
Historical Library is trying to
make sure it never leaves its
home state.
Tom Schwartz, curator for
the Lincoln collection at the
library, said the great
~mancipator made the handbill in 1837 and it is the earliest

known printed material from
the la te president.
Lincoln was a lawyer at the
time and drafted accusations
against a colleague who apparently had stolen a '.vidow's
estate. Schwartz said the
handbill W'lS an effort by
Lincoln to .lelp a friend who
was running as a Republican
for probate judge against the
accusoo lawyer, wbo was a
Democrat.

Accompanying the handbill
is another document in which
five of Lincoln's frienru. affirm
his authorship of the ha!ldbill
and testify tc the accuracy of
the charges.
Scbwartz
said
the
documents are owned by an
artifacts dealer irom Chicago
who wants the !ibidry to
purchase them. But according
to Schwartz, the cost is more
than $100,000, Co figure he said

Archaic ocean fossil studied by scientists
CHAMPAIGN (UPI) - A
fossil from the prebistoric
Pacific
Ocean
that
mysteriously found its way to a
Decatur yard was sent
westward again Thursday so a
scientist can pinpoint the
piece's exact age and identity .
The fossil, believed to be
between 70 and 100 million
years old, was found by a
Decatur woman on the morning of Jan. 13 as she was
getting into her car to go to

closely resembles the presentday nautilus, a tropical
mollusk similar to a sauid.
Norby said scientists may
never know how the fossil got
from the West Coast to
Decatur. He theorized,
however, the rock may have
been used by the builders of
the retai'ling wall in Brill's
yard.
"People sometimes put
mollusk." The marine interesting-looking rocks into
creature is extinct, but most walls when they build them."

work. Debbie Brill told Illinois
State Geological Survey
Paleontol~t Rodney Norby
she noticed the light gray,
snail-like fossil near a
retaining wall in her yard.
Norby said the fossil is seven
inches tall and five inches wide
and is shaped into a coiled "C"
configuration. He said it ap-
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Mister C·s Burger (all beet) 31$1 .00

• Professors give us lecture not~s, old te<~~. sections of
books and olrer classroom m("l·'">ri-:..~

BBQ Chicken Sand'll·,dl

• KinkO"s photocopies them ane returns your original

,

.~

~~

Best
Dance Bar

«

$4.00 Cover

•

t

Sunday Superbowl party-2pm
Drink Specials

•

213 E. Main C
Carbondale, IL.
•

•••••••••••••••••

• Kinko's assembles the materials into book form
• Kinko's dis'nbutes your materials to the students

"ALL YOU CAN EAT BUffET S4.99

kinkO's~

Mon. thru Trwrs. 6-10
Fri. thru Sun.
6-11

the copy center
Crainville Rd. & Rt. 13
Carterville 985-4932

I

549-0788 • fJ?EN 24 HOURS
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TICKETS
ON SALE

Drink Specials livd
l· ~ 11,....,
49¢ Drafts
~..st -v
$1.00 Bottles $2.50 Pitchers
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GREEN
..--,·:',U· R··
T· ·~

Take Timv Out For
Thv 2D51 finnual
Supvr Bowl Party

Giveaways from Pro Image
Free Tickets to SIU ,r;ames
Fuuti \;.j)ccill/"

•

m C8rbondrue:

$3.79

Sat. and Sun. Specials

1C

Weekend Specials
Bottomless glass 8pm-12
•
$4.00 Drafts & $5.00 Speedrails •

:457-2435

HOWITWOf,KS:

31$1 29

t
t

• 500 Regular customers can't be wrong.

SAVES PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS
TIME AND MONEY!

Plate Lunch & Salad Bar

•~<'~~.
t

nOFESSOn PUBLISHIf-lG
Family Restaurant

the dealer for fear of increasing the competition for
the artifacts. He said the
mystery dealer is doing the
state a favor by holding on to
the documents until the
governor can put together the
funds for their purchase.
Schwartz said the dealer has
not put a deadline on the
state's Ol-,tion and is optimistic
Thompson will be able to
collect enough mol"'f>Y·

,................

•

kinkO's®

Daily Specials

the state library can't afford.
But Gov. James R. Thompson, a Lincoln buff, has
stepped in and is trying to
raise private funds for the
purchase.
Thompson called the handbill a "cheap throw away
flier" of significant historical
importance and said he would
iight to see tPA~ the state bays
it.
Schwartz declined to identify

I
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Group seeking legislation to prrJtect homosexuals
SPRINGFIELD (uPI> Members of the central Il!inois
CLhae~Ptl,earnof TthaeskIllinFooiSrcGeay".a,anldd
~b
Thursday they will push for
legisiation to protect
homosexuals
from
discrimination in employment,
educlttion, housing, credit and
publicaccomodations,

The group supports a bill that bans doctors
from performing AiDS tests on patients without
the,'r consent.

track of so-called hate crimes,
\ iolent crimes ag:>j hS t
tomosexuals, and will monitor
; 11 AIDS legislation introduced
I hi~ spring,

Tracey Irwin, a co-chair for
the group, said the chapter

Irwin said the group suprorts a bill (H24) that bans
d )Ctors from performing AIDS
tnts on their patier!ts without

also will push for a law
requiring local police to keep

their consent. The proposal is
sponsored by RelJ, Ellis Le"in.
D-Chicago,
Group inembers said the\'
don't expec t uvernigh-t
changes in public sentiment
about homosexuals but look for
progress during the next five
to 10 years,

CENSOR,
from Page 3the problems instead of
making excuses.
The editors agree that the
Marion Student and the
Mur;'~lysboro Obelisk don't
usually print contrGversial
articles that might meet
rejection by their pri..lcipals.
But that doesn't mean they
wouldn't like to try.
Gulley said he would like to
do some "under the tablf'''
~ of articles but he doesn't
know if the principal would let
him.
"I'm afraid he (Graeff)
wouldn't let us localize the big
issues like teenage pregnancy,
birth contrul devices and
abortion," Gulley said.
Obelisk Co-Editor Denni
Smith said the Obelli.k could
tuwdle the more controven.ial
issues.
"We just have tt- dig,"
Gulley added.
Doney said he woultl be

ili~~~d~~~~!f~~:~~~~~
percent right about it.

"Educators do not
offend the First
Amendment rights of
students by exercising
editcrial control ... "

TEXTBOOKS?
UBS is TEX1'dOOK
HEADQUARTERS for the busy S~U
student. Textbooks for ALL of yo..:t"
SIU classes are available at our
convenient location in the SIU
Student Center.

USED BOOKS?
UBS HAS THEM!

Shop early for best selectic!n,
remember . . . you sa,7' 25% on your
books when you buy ~ .. '-..:m used!

WE'RE HERE
TO SERVE YOU!

-Justic.e Byron White

Hazelwood East journalists
Kathy Kuhlmeier, Leslie
Smart and LeeAnn TippettWest felt strong enough about
the Spectrum articles to file
suit on the grounds that their
First Amendment Righu. had
been violated.
Gulley said he would be
willing to go to the school
board if it was necessary, bllt
under the pr~edent of the
Supreme Court decision he
would meet the words of
Justice Bryon White, writing
for the majority.
"Educators do not offend Ule
First Amendment rights of
students hy exercising
editorial control over the style
and content of student
speech," which is "poorly
written,
inadequately
researched, biased or
prejudiced, vulgar or profane,
or unsuitable for immature
audiences, " he wrote.
Writing the dissent, Justice
William Brennan said the
decision \'iolated First
Amendment rights of students
and punisbed them for expressIng personal views on
school grounds.
"The uere fact of school
sponsorship does not license
such thought control in high
school, whether through school
supression of disfavored
viewpoints or through official
assessment of topic sensitivity," Brennan wrote.
Doney said the decision still
doesn't affect the Student
because the writers always
give two sides and he hasn't
had a problem with Anderson
censoring.
But because of what happened on Jan. 14, Anderson
aud the other principals have
that right

We work long and hard during
the year to make sure all your
textbooks are on the shelf when you
come back to school. Check us out,
we have more books on the shelf
than ever before . . . spend your
textbook dollars where they will do
YOU the most good!
Money spent
at UDS goes back into the operatiorl
of your Student Center. So buy
your textbooks at the
University Bookstore,
~~lCthe best place to shop . . . ._
for your textbooks!

111I

OPEN
Tues.-Thurs.,
8:00-8:00
Fri., 8:00-5:30
Sat., 10:00-3:00

VISA i
'4l!u.k·'1
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Staff Photo by Steve Merritt

Bobbl, played by Karen Stallman, and Barney
Cashman, played by Gary Kent, pretend to
smoke marijuana Wednesday In John A.

Logan'. stage production of Nell Simon'. Last
of the Red Hot Lovers. Both weekend performances have sold out

Convincing performance executed
in Neil Simon's 'Red Het Lovers'
By Nora Bentley
Staff Writer

The Paradise Alley Pl<.yers
of the Marion Cultural and
Civic Cent...r give a convir'cing
and amusing performanc,· of
Neil Simon's "Last of the Red
Hot Lovers" at John A. Logan
Comm1mity College, which
runs tonight and Saturday at 8
p.m.

Jeanette. She enters the
apartment wearing a large
brimmed hat, head hanging
down, setting the mood of her
character. LeVault's somber
facial expressions in the
beginning portray Jeanette's

depression over Mel's affair.
Her body language is exceptional in showing' her
rejection of Barney physically.
She grips her purse to her
chest and sits primly on the
couch.

Theater Review
The play tells the story of
Barney Cashman, a middle
aged man who is looking for an
extramartial affair but is
unsuccessful in his attempts
with three women.
Gary Kent gives a forceful
performance as Barney, expressing changing emotions
about what he wants from an
affair
Tn the opening scene, Barney
asks Elaine Navazio, a woman
who eats at his restaurant, up
to his mother's apartment to
begin an affair. At this point,
n.e wants something romantic,
out Elaine, played by Leah
Kent, only wants sex. Mrs.
Kent is Impelling as Elaine,
"'hose sarcasm and directness
3bout what she wants is
amusing.
The second scene opens with
Barney and Bobbi Michele,
played by Karen Stallman,
meeting at his mother's
apartment. Barney had met
Bobbi in the park the previous
afternoon and had given her
$20 to hire someone to ac·
company her for her theater
audition. She comes to the
apartment to pay him back.
Stallman is a convincing
Bobbi who seems to be Jiving in
her own world. She wears a
black skirt, pink halter top,
fishnet hose and gloves, and
tells Barney story after story
about her far out life. She also
convinces Barney to smoh.~
marijuaua with her and they
end the scene sitting on the
I.;ouch with Barney saying he is
trapped.
In the dosing scene, Barney
arranges a rendezvous with
Jeanette Fisher. Jeanette and
her husband Mel are good
friends with Barney and his
wife, Thelma. Barney by now
has become much more
aggressive, but Jeanette
wants to talk about thE affair
Mel is having.
Theresa LeVault plays
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Sweet and Sour Chicken
indudes:

See the difference?
Try a Chinese Diet!
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$2.95

lID.
Tres

free delivc<l'

$10 minimum

The Place You Don't Have
To Sacrifice Quality or Quantity

Rt. 51 South 549·7231

HOl1)tires

.Mexical) Re.&taural)l

MARGARITA DAY
Every Friday

2-6

Tres Hombres
Famous Marga

$1.25
Dos Equis Lt. or Dk.

. $1.00
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Solid;;ity
may reject
conditions
WARSAW, Poland (UPD Solidarity founder Lech
Walesa said Thursday his
outlawed trade union may
reject conditions for its relegalization set by the Communist Party, and Polish
leader Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelsld later appeared to
soften the government's
demands.
Jaruzelsld confirmed that he
and three other senior
government oW-:ials had
threatened to resign at a key
party meeting earlier this
week in a successful bid to
persuade hard-liners to offer
Solidarity at least some type of
legal sta tus.
Walesa, responding for the
first time to the outcome of a
session of the party's 200member Central Committee.
said the Polish leadership
failed at the meeting to satisfy
the "hopes of society."
At a stormy two-day plenum
that ended in the early morning bours of Wednesday. ~
Central Committee passed a
resolution urging phased
legalization of Solidarity on the
conditions that it support the
government's
economic
reforms, remain loyal to the
socialist state and refrain from
calling strikes.
Prime Minister Mieczyslaw
Rakowski, one of the three
officials wbo joined Jaruzelski
in threatening to resign, iiidicated in an address at the
session that Solidarity should
be given probationary legal
status until May 3,1991.
But Jaruzelsld, during a
surprise appearance at a news
conference held by the
government Thursday to
explain the results of the
plenum, appeared to leave
more room for negotiations
over the precise form any relegalization of Solidarity might
take.
Jaruzelsld, the party first
secretary who is also Ilead of
state as president, said ell
details on the banned union's
future status can be worked
out at rwnd-table talks among
government officials and
representatives of Solidarity
and key sectors of society.
Asked whether the relegalization of Solidarity
should
include
the
probationary period suggested
by hakowski, Jaruzelsld said:
"All that should be decided by
the round table. There should
be found such solutions that·
would guarantee on the one
hand the alSpirations of the
working people ... and on the
other ... the stability of our
state and the development of
the economy ...
Jaruz~lsld also said he did
not rule out a possible meeting
withWalesa.
Th'} Polish leader again
signaled the government's
eagerness to bold talks with
opposition forces, saying:
"The most difficult thing is
that both partners must want
it. W.e want it."
Walesa, cautioning that he
was not speaking officially for
Solidarity, said the banned
union may not accept the
r:onditions imposed by the
party.
"The people should be
allowed as quickly as possible
to be organized," Walesa said
at a news conference in the
northern Baltic port of
Gdansk. "1 am of the opinion
that putting Soh~arity into
operation stron~.
independent. without limltalion,.
-
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treeler. credenza

Cal! 529 38"
2258Ae82

1·2389

TV RENTALS
$25 month
SALE

A-1 TV
45:

!H . . . ":"~~~i~I.':::l ~~~~":""'!:'J!~
GUITAR, BASS, AND Iheory

:~::·~~~rodt.y~ ~~~~O~·

2·13·89

14931>097

KORG MI IN 5Iock. U~.d ~

"lie in P.fogren. PA

~enloh••

0i

•,..Iem., lighli"jl, MJ.D.I. Siudio,
Recordi,,!! stud.IO' Ie.~on•. Sound
Core MuSIC SIudioo, 122 S.• ~noi"

re , doOn. 529·358 I or 529· 1820.
2255Sa82
t ·23·89
EffICIENCY, PRIVATE ENTRANCE,

I
~o:f/te'dJu~:lst1:?a..:,de~:
I
I ~~~~~ =>~ft.ih.'m
965·2567.
I 2(}=89

~i'ch.n. oe, ~uiet ~etling, free

2·15·89
21701>0991
ROlAND GR·700 Guilar, >ynlh,
and co~lraller, lik. new, $800;
1·30·89

PA speak... ~5O
1527Ao!!7

~:.: .• :~~~~:~.~~:~~~~~I~~ ... :~I!
COOl VAllEY BOARDING kennel..
36 run;·$2.00·$3.00 per day.
~;'{.a::a"2. DuQuoin, IL 62832.

~Ii:u:~o~ctii:h~b~:
r'::d!'~d~:ri:~pt:::~~~
3.(90. IOpen Sundaysll.
1·3 I ·89
216OAp8!!

II
I

2157Bg87

6pm lor ~n!manl.
1·3()'89

~:f~l:m~~'J,~
~
ree. clean, 529·3561 or 529·
1820.
1-23-89

d

wood deck,

hOaItup, !g. rm •.

2·1·89

21188089

lARGE EFFICIENCY 2 mi!8> from
campu •. Som. pel> acceplabl•.
~~. Property ma~ag.n, 529·

ki~, FURNISHE02~

=

needed, "19 S. W.....3; 51. no.

N-:.t:"

~J.

SI 25 mo.

2i~8s

9~ :.a~~'!;.!:

ap!. 16, $220 ma. "S7·6193
or529·3i23.

I

2-2·8~

I

21~

VERY NICE 2 bdrm apt •. anll
dupl •• in C'dal. and DeSoto.
Rea>onabie. 529·,o33 or 5.(9·

5550.
2'2·89

15328090

Apartment Hunting?
Fine for Faculty
Park Town 2 bedroom apts. offer
excellent location, separate dining
rrom5 and walk·out balcony
only $395 monthill.
Unbeatabl.: Economy
Close to scho'll ana all ne..o
itL';ide, this 2 bc.lTOllm dliplex
on East College is $350.
Desoto i.s w(lrth Ihe drilX,
$185 monthly, your own
natuTal gas heo/,>d one bedroom
at $'/135.

457-3321

~~~SBOR()' SUB~s'e~~~~

W0-89

~~::. 2 bedroom, q':i:!l' Iraoh
fai684~';:;"~30. ,$350.

U<M

1·31 -89
15038088
NICE NEWER ONE bdrm 509 S
Walor313E n-nan,fumo.hed,
carpeted, ce, I or 2 poopIo, 529·
3581.,,529·1820
I ·2J=B9
2253S082
$85 MO SHARE a >p<I<IOU' 2
bdrm apt , $ I 60 mo. fenl a very

I

~~.8~,~ane'"f.',~~~r

Oakland. "~·5438.
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and Ira.!. ind. 529·
1.30-89
I A87Bb87
CARBONDAlE
ENGLAND
HEIGHTS 2 bdrm $235 mo., 3
bdrm in lawn NW $375 mo., •
bdrm 2 bIad<. from aallJ>U> $115

529·3581.
1·23·89
21028a82
2 BEORooM UNFURNISHED,
S"50·"75 p.r monlh. B.nins
~·~~.~t~~9.menl. 205 E

&~~NTJNG I ana 2'bdlQ;rmH

7
m

mlUI

:':, ~l.~a:=-~.~:U
68.(.4145.

~~ICE

hI~~

$200 mo.

low vh1iti .., ,-I,

MURPHYSBORO FURNISHED 1
bel .... hau..; 1 bdrm apI., ~

peI$.

~~~bl:i~"''''' C

f.~OYail. 997·27772122Ba81

~f1T~

wi~

8DRM rona;
Cmpeled,A':, 1/2 mile
Caobondofe, $330 mo. 549·2092

~~=."....."""'~~""'-':

It.

~~r",,"al. $440 per mo. 529·
1·31'89

21538b97
BDRM.
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hau..

~T~~;.,~u~~ eli; ~
~~~ALEa~U~Je':'"

alt.. 5 pm

1

).26~· 529.A562Ia~UJBbIu

1.4838092

2.6.89

~.8220~57'7337,

2.13-89
MURPHYSBORO,

in'.d~~:I~~<' I.nc~

2 bdrm
~f, no peb. Call ~.u:1~2
REAllY NiCE 2 bdmI, him cpI, W

~~j'=4r::5~ Oakland, no

TWO~i@e!lS

f.'!~:':'!1Z: =.m$i~~

nor~

rr.~r

16!J8b88

21348088

-I

;;:'~~~;I ~~!O~~u~n~u~:r~:
~~57ac~~od,
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Two & Three
Bedroom

~~!~~

TWO ihree
utiliries, cable TV, ind.,Ses/ ral",
910W. Sycamore 457·6193.
1·26·89
1075Sa85
ONE BDRM APT fum or uiilurn no
pol> muol be neal and dean. Av..1
llec: A57n62 ""'" Jpm.
1·20·89
1202Ba81
i AND 2 bedroom, 2 blOCk. 10
<ampu •. Ga. h.al, hardwood
Roan,549·317.(.
,
I ·20·89
1205Sa8 I !
EFFICIENCY PRIVATE ENTRANCE

515 S, Logan

I

I

rrd,

lurni.heel, garden,
mo. I·

J ·20·89

2269Ba81

Imperial
Apartments
Renting for
Spring Semester
1 Bedroom &
Efficiencies
Clean, Quiet
Laundry Facilities

549-6610
By Appt. Only

,

"ew Laxury
- Townhouses
Highest Quality
500 Block W. Collete

408 1/2 E. Hester

Call:

500 W. College 2

529·1082

='29-1082

10 and12 Wide
$100 and Up
Ouiet, Country Surroundings
Natural Ga. and AIC
5 MIlES WEST ON OLD 13
684·2330

-==========
Country Club
Circle
Sugar Tree
-Energy Efficient
Living
-laundry IPool
-Minutes From
Campus
-Walk to University
Mall
-Eff. 1, 2. & 3 B/R
Fur. & Unfur.
-Now Leasing

NEXT TERM .•.•••••• CHOOSE
The Convenience •••••• The Location
The Price •••••••••••••••• The Comfort

.~~
,,~~~~itL.
New 2 Bedroom Apartm_nt.

CAMPUS SQUARE
Across from Meadow Ridge
Wall & Campus 457-3321

1IIMt
~. ' .

~.. -Central AIr (aU electri~)
-Washer & Dryer
A

.'

-Microwave

.
-Dishwasher
W.'v. Got It Anand You Should Tool
SliI"1 " . .elt Laxary TownhUCIlft
en~ Modified flcce..lble Unlb
-3 B~rm. flpb. 'or RentfI"lIeble to groap. 3 or 4 p.opl.

529-4611
529-4511
1195 E. Walnut
8:30·5 M-F

0'

LocGlvcI on Wall St. (Gil 4S7-JllI
612 East (Qlllpell DrIvv

6

~

More For Your Rent Dollar

RENTALS
Or Microwave

Apartments & Efficiencies & Trailers
Sign now through Spring Semester
and Royal Rentals will give you
your choice of aT. V. or Microwave
yours to keep!
'

Office at 501 E. Colle~e

KNOLLCRIST
RENTALS

506 S. Dixon

r

~~.~l Coflege, $150

1 &2 Bedroom Apartments
Small and Large Efficiency
Ap~rtments Available
$ .00 Off Spring Semester Lease
. Pools
. Tennis Courts
. LalJndry Mal
• Basketball Courts
Water, Sewage and
Trash Pick-up Furnisheu
250 S. Lewis Ln.
457 - 2403

Ene~

f~-s9App1ianceo 9i180~tiba2

avail. 997·2777 j2J2Ba8
TWO I BEDROOM apb, 3~

fenced

Dunn Apartments

----

VERY NEAR CAMPUS,3 bedlOOm,

I fur2·6'89
...hed, no pot> CaI684·A 1AS.
14898b92

reo,',

Carbondal.,

22A9Ba87

~ou...

I

~~AI~~mapt CalI~li~9~3

01

:::J

1·30-89

lMMAI:ULATt TWO BEDROOM
aparlmenl for
Lak. Rd., No
rw~ 549·_. 21698081

.",1

1 A96Ba87

~,~O~ lond8D~~ ..u.',.nC·aapl~o":
276O~....... on

f.'2!tk

~255R082
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, BDRMS, UV., kilchen, bath, lurn.,
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mol
." ~8u9' depaJil. 68.(.5957 , 82
2 28060
?j·1

224JBa87

I

i
$135 mo. Call .(57·7355 after! I
NO'89

tawnhou .., 1
and 1/2 bloch from campu>, ~OO
per month, no pel. A57 ·4803 alter

TWO BDRM FURN.

campu> heat

1

'~~~~fi
highly ......9Y .lfia.... , ~..,

door 10 Salub Laundramol. FaU
$200 mo. Re>idenl Manager on

N~W

Iii
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~ii~£ky APT, WEsl=

~3 ~:::nlV~~~>'':'i

r;t::; Cal549-6~'268Al06
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2·28·89
1486Apl08
EXOTIC PET AND wppIy at 1336

LIVING

INDEPENDENT

Call457'~1

~~"~.~i

2269S081

FURNISHED 2 8EDROOM hau..

457.4422

Carbondale Mobile Homes
Lot~ Available

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a month

• CABLEVISION

• LAUNDROMAT
_ FREE LAWN ~ERVICE
_ LOCKED POST
OFFICE BOXES
_ FREE CITY WATER & SEWfA
• FREE TRASH PICK·UP
_ INDOOR POOL

North Highway 51

549·3000

Free BUI to SIU

~!~. ~:",~~en~

i ~~~L~l~!CA~:B~~~)~
call 451·4594.
1~~92 BEDROOM 1Or22f~. i 1·26-89
1509Bg85

no. 20. 5170 mo. 451-tl:J79.

I

uij~Iieo.lurnished.

I

heal. 0<. ,.>idanIioI anoa. walt ! MATURE. RESPONSIBlE ADULT leo
leo compu .. 549·3174.
: share huge. IU""7 2 bdrm duplex
1.31-89
16198c88 I wilh gara\!". lin,.hed ba"""enl,
CARBONDALE NICE 2 bedroom.'
c&olral arr, wId. di.hwa.her,
g<D

:=":d ~~p <$~:"s :.5ea.:d

~~~ ~:J.t::r.r~. CoIl 529·
~~E ROOM d~~

!(.~~~caII 549·~·15068eB3

16OOBc80

~!~~~~. ~x~ .!lhbt:J

bdnn. In Iown. quiet area lOr
ms~~~~';I, no pet"
1·25-89
?262Bc&4

2162BeBI

NEAR CRAIl ORCHARD

LaI<e,

2

r;J~.71OO.
21731\!!!!'l.
C'D~ 2 BDRM... ooumy. VOIied

..."Iio)go.~01~ 1 _01

::;:...":.:~. !fa~~i!
nnI. 549-71 Bl.

2-1-89
2 aDitM DPIX,

:'

w·~"'""'======

1-25-89

1

SUBIfASER WANTED fOR nice 2

I53OBt!H

SALESMAN

Top commiuion paid.

OPENING NEW FINANCIAL
services office. Part-tima Sol.,
IIICIfK!!I8II*IllrDinee p»iIiORI open

:m

~9

i

5·10-89_

Coi",. 821 S.

.......... 2123FI53

~ .j,j.@!ejl
Ir-~~

1~7C84

JOBS S16.040.592~

~.:~iar~~~~".
4·3-89
OBB9CI26

f~'n6HH·l40i'.'1
~~':"~?~o~lilr

baugh_.Cal457-4993.

~~~:~~Ec'!-.i~~

::ut~:_':d:p'al!d ~=:~c:;

WI-89
226881:88
UVE ON PARK Str.eI. $125 mo., 1
0<2guysorgalo.AWIiIabIe_

:;'f89:
CaII~.3275

l)j:m.

Vice-Pr•• idenl, PO r.ax 3362,
Carbondale. ~ 6290 1-

5130 DIu. 1/3",,1.
alter \I pm 0< 549·5596 bel..... 7

THE HANDYMAN - EVBIYTHING
rrom
10 .-emodelin9~

rerit:::!

At~!

l~~

CLEANiNG
w~ly, h.,.& references. contact

Matlt ",529-5496-

is. Ii't_ roam, ~

cIoI8lo......,...,.b60 ..... LSubioI
""'
Spr.1a> a whole '" by """'" '"
nnI. 451-2704 '" 451-2328.

WANT~D;

~_ded.

22B7Bt89

~~a:!~'::l~'t!;;

I 30BE8 I

1·20·89

: r~~.•.~~~.J

Q916CB8

~~,Ie. 357-353 .0847C83

~CoI6B4-6775. 21088eB2jl ==-~t.!~

bch., wid ~up, $225 mo., no

~htl~~~ n~:~~; ;:.8~~N'.~~~

0142 for lIIOfe inforinolion.

92625.
1·31·'

Conlact Unlled Ener5,Y Saving.

I

1051E81

i INSTANT CASH fOR your u..,d
i mOlorcycle. Contact Gregg or
Harold 01 549·7397.
2289F85
1·26·89

0.,1
..'

1·20-89

1.2O.~1.

THE GILBERT BRADLEY day care

holle .. or ... Ito, rop •. Coli 529·
"517 lor a showing.
1·30-89
2132C87
OVERSEAS JOB. 5900·2000 RIO

HELP

I

1i~~;;1111""[==""S""U""b"",ea=se=". ~. " .".:".:..."'
1 BEDROOM M'8ORO Iumih....
and uli~li .. lurnished, t.;;; """

~50 includ •• po.'age and

MONEY! MONEY! MONEYI Sal...
coordinator in )""" ....... town an
the weekends. No 8."erience
needed.. Send short reJoume 10
PC>IIman. 615 W. Main St. Spao-Ia.

ti:rr!: :k.~~~ ~n~'a::!
52·ILOI Corona 0.1 Mor. CA

IrOlll.. tiean t qUia, nice k.cotion.
Muil be dean and reop>n>oblo. pel
canoidered. 5175 mo. 457 ·B934

2

Richmond. 51. Jol;81. IL 60435

ir
:"rr~~~a~e!n~=~

miles !tom SlU. 01 230 H<on.eman,
lea.. leo Aug I:., 5100 per mo.
451-6193.

2257Bc82
CARTERVIllE. VERY NICE. 1tIO'!'Y,

~~~~~'~:~d;:o~ro~nl

e;9r.'s:,;~~u3;'1J;il;J
2-m9
2161C98

L'~mE Ut-lGERIE BUSl~~~ft'!:l

~~lBJ BDRM I",iie< in~.~

or 536-6677 ""'. 26.
I ·23·89

GIIAOUAltS: DUN'T 'IE tell "'" ;r
Ih& cold. Order 'The Comple'~

1L62286.

Ecur 01 C'daIe.lurni.hod, 5100 per
monlh, _
incl., 529·3581.

I ·19·89

SALESMAN JACKSON COUNTY
10 ~e cald call. on
bUiinesl ownerl. Gu",onteed
earnings cmd commiuiort.. Hon.t

area. able

1·30·89
C.N ..A.

THE SOUTtERN IWNOIS c ""' ~ living io ao;opting

apPIicatiolli for p....orlal car.

r=, ~il~r;&~~~
I...,... 1·5 p.m., Mon-fri lor an

~.

2J4.1C81

MARKETING

PROMOIIONAL
OPPORUTNITIES. sn.denI ~
manager n...led 10 be an an

f=l508r., ...tati¥l~
c.o...c:t Ann
2121-

a::::;::

1-800-592-

PotSAIt wAlfifss pUt~.
Cal T. . Honbw 457-3308 lOam

"12"""""",,,,,,,,.

'E~ TV.

Many

n.!!t~9'2r

==bt~,£:nIo/1JIKl5~.23.89

IA7~105

m~~I~~i'!~~:'\~'::::~::9

~app<!flUniti... bcAtllentP;7

~,o~~.~~
(2061736-7000 .... 299C.
1·20-89
2106C81

EXCEillNT

WAGES FOR

opare

~~r.Iw:rsa:'Z'r~i
&UI31.~7days.

k3b~1CAN RfD~~l

~:'i'=": ~r 6't~
i-2i.'@
21~~
A1RUNES NOW HIRING.filj
attendants,
troyel
agenll.,
mechon.CI, cu,lomer Mrvice.
Lilting. IOlaries 10 510SK. Enlrl.
~~.;l-9';jI~aIl 1-805-68 •
2·8-89

=::i

~~!":IsC:~e.enl~.v~~

Business Majors preferred.
Approximately 15-20 hours
per week.
Position begins 1-23-89

BODY

2·17·89

o.

13630101

Sigma Phi
Epsilon
invites all
interested men
tea

Super Bowl
Bash
3pm.8pm
Sunday
FREE
Chili & Hot Dogs
For more info.
or rides,
Stop by
506 S. Poplar
or call
529·5021

AK'lr

AND

549·5991.
2·7-69

TAX

161m3

RETURN

SERVICES-

____ ...... .-,...diludonl
d;KOunl. lor appoint .......l. 4578663.

1·20-89

2183fBI

~~
"':Y.!i.R'.:..z.;

.tudentl welc:ome. lOC, motur.,
529-2105.

;£~UNG AU typE~~.cgf~

d~~;""":;=~ ti}

8238.

Alpha Kappa Psi
LOVlNGSEClJRE COVPU;:

wisberro ..tGpI newborn.
Expenses paid.
Call ColIea ..ytime

Deue

~ANDWORD~=

312472-41386

~~.•~c"'~..q~:;

The Hottest
Spring Break

P~, B25 S.•~noio (beh;,ij

woR. call 529·2722.
2·13·89

CUSTOM

AND

I 479E97
PATTERN NWing

~=io~ ~lf5!'9!aif.d
1·19·89

09B9cBO

CoIl 549-3512.
2·2·89

Q977E90

~I~~fc:?!r.'~n~:
HANDyMAN WIIH PIt.KUP will

clean and haul anything. Tr...

b:~;d~ z:.~:: c:r~28:

3"57.
2· J ·89

I 446E89

to

South Padre

$199

Call:

549-2794

549-5414

Interfraternity
Council

The Men
of

formal rush

rK

The Women
of

Congratulate
Sisters
Erin McNeive
.JoAnne Hernandez

,<§};.'
~
\,·,
I

WeJc.omes back
new and
retuming College
of Business
and Administration
Students

Transportation
is available

Bryan or Tiffany

215W_ Main

the
Professional
Business Fratemity

or

Cancun
packages at

Free Pregnancy Testing
ConlKlentJalAsSIstance

Tau Kappa

announces
for all
Interested
men.

OFfiCE ASSISTANT

Epsilon

Prefer individual with
computer experience.
Approximately 20 hours
per week.
Position begins 1-23-89

Wish to invite
all
interested men
to attend their
open house
Jan. 23-27

For more
tnformatlon
Contact
the

For Rides and
information

Office of
Student
Development

Contact:
Mike Davidson
453-2441

at
453-5714

Application Deadline:
Fri., January 20

l~j)967I;~~g~310113

~~,:,::~.!!i~

IAI2C82

PURCHASING CLERK

~~;~~iz:Q:!~Hefl~S:p,a;:~~

225QE87

AUTO""ORKS

Canlod Ann 8:7;'01 1·800·592·
2121

1·23-89

:"U~ri<"a~~'1::

0890C94

MARKETING PROMOTIONAL
OPJI{'RTUNITIES, Studenl camp'''
man0t:._ ,... .dad to be an on

nJghl1 hotel, [-each Partiel, free
jund., Crui~. free odmi!-s,ton 10
nigh.clubs, Toxes and !'horell!

2251 E87

CERTIfiED N.C.P.R.
...ailoblelolt~wilhelderlyor

5496.
1·30·69

SPRING B~EAK NASSAU Porodi ...

1,land from $299 Package
Include>: Roundtnp Of'. fran· I..... 7

Jan. 23-27

or.

Graduating_

We Wish
You Luck
and
Happiness!
Love,
Your Sisters
of

Briefs
THE REBUPLIC of China
Student Association will
present two movies at 1:30
p.m. Saturday, in the Morris
Library Auditorium. For information, call Chia-Sen Chen
at 549-il172.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to
assi.~t with the Illinois Special
Olympic Skills 'l'ournament to
be held from 8 to 3:30 today at
the Arena. For more information, check the Arena
lobby.

JACKSON CI)VNTY Senior
Citizens groulJ is having a
chicken buffet at 12:30 p.m.
Sunday. Make reservations in
advance. For information call
457-4151.
SIU CHAMBER Choir is
seeking additional memDers;
tenors and basses in particular. The choir meets from 2
to 3:30 p.m., Mondays, Wed-

nes(i1.Ys and Fridays in Ahgeld
Hall, room 115. For information, call Dr. John
Mochnick, 536· 7505.
STUDENT ORIENTATION
Committee will meet at 6:30
p.m. in the Student CE'nter
VidP.O Lounge, 4th floor. For
informatioh, call Dieadre
Woods at 453-5714.

DEPARTMENT
OF
Chemistry and Biochemestry
presents "Capillary Zone
Electrophoresis" with James
W. Jorgenson at 4 p.m. today
in Van Lente Lecture Hall.
CELEBRATION OFR'le vs.
Wade from 1 to 3 p.m. Sucday
at the Interfaith Center, Grand
and Illinois Ave.

BRJEFS POLICY The
deadline for Campus Briefs is
noon two days before
publication. Briefs must be
typewritteu, <ond must include
time, date, place and sponsor
of the event and the name and
telephone number of the
person submitting the item.
Briefs should be delivered ....
mailed to the Daily Egyptidn
New!> Room.

SIU STRATEGIC Games
Society will meet from noon to
midnight Saturday in the
Mississippi Clad Illinois rooms
of tn-; Student Center. New
m<!mbe:s welcome.
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~Kegman Says:
Call Now
For Our
Super Bowl Keg Sales

Bud $9 99
sui.tcase

BUD
LIGHT$g 99
suitcase

OlJ
.St~ft
6 pack
$1

99

~2ttles

--

U:1C$8 99
suitcase

'1r~

$1 79

'BrAu

6 pack C2ns

wt~ $4 99

cooler
4 liter box

$ 2 49

Drathen
Uel- fr·qmilch

--

75u ml.

JIMBEAM
750m\.

$4~9

Go~"~ $5

9£)

71.

DE\\1\R·S
-\\'hlte
Labt>!"$ 9 _
99
SCQICH
_
750m\.

"Wlld LH'I(' Re'>l';\.JlIUO

.
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RECORD BAR-UNIV. rviAll
DISC JOCKEY-UNIV. iVlALl
STUDENT CENTER C.T.O_
ARENA SOUTH LOBBY
TICKET OFFICE

Card

~~

SIU Arena
618-453-5341
24 HOUR HOTLINE

0

~~"'Il'm

llnl' 1l· ... t'n.JI!llJl {drd'!> dH.- dl~tnbuled dl the Ar"rld ~,du(h Lobby Bth: C'iiKl' on th~ mC"rnmg of The IIr~t day of ~Jje~ Jt dn adverti",eo

fiBC LIQUOR MART

Carbondalcr
457·2721

\ t~~~..::."!~~~_·.~.i..
.

•
•
•
•

Wtil£LCHlI.iR ~AU" MONO .. V 1124 JI 9".M,-~l'lUAI lV[r-;T TICKET OFFICE
lICKLT~ 0,," ,AU ~ATUR[)AV AT 9 AM-LlNf RlSERVATION CARDS D1STRIBlJTEO AT 8 A.M,··\R[\, .. SOllH LOBin TICKET O~fIG ONU

Prices Good Only At:
109 N. Washington

TICKETS ON :jALE SA TURDA Y A

~T:~/~.~''''-;:'''~''''~I~''7'4·;·';':~;:;"f:;..~r

.-l~~~~,~~(.~.,V' ~
.

750m\.

~

fEBRUARY 22
\VED., 7:30 P.M.
$16.50 RESERVED

" p(lor 10 th(~ 'omrnenv'm(-nt 01 d{ tUdl ticl...(·t ~dl('s.

1 (,-nd ...

diP dr,j~'n) rdndomh'

t'}

4,((',101 .. tdlt-on(& l.ird pef p"~('tOfl

~

\.. pUll I jjfl.;.lu"IOI) ul lUll' I.Jrr! dl ... lrlbullun. ppr .. on ....He rl"'l~Orl"'lbl(' lor ubldlnlOg their ~}O~ltlun l!l line pflor 10 the (Orl11ll£:'fl(pmt.·nt

J{

IUJ:I 'I(

)T

l

"v1 ,).JIl'~ h'f')UI1') IhJI III PO')ItIUIl (11 \-\ho dr(l\.e dlter ldrd~ ~J\'e l.>t!PP. dl~tribut()d Will b() p\~H.("d dt the end of the line.

(.nd.., •.He dr,i\'\!1 r.lndomh Br'l

!lr,,1

If1

Ii. w tor.J r( ...... t·rvdflon {drd ¥\oil! nOT J;S~UH:' yoU of

IUlit in fine for J ticket

Comics
By Garry Trudeau

F~~

IT'S A ROUGH LIFE by Steploen Cox

Shoe

By Jeff MacNelly

I
I

Calvin anti Hobbes

By Bill Wati.erson

FASHION
The best of the
new Spring designs
from local fashion centers

Spring
Fashion
Edition
Advertising
Deadline:
-

I

Friday,
Feb 24

2:00pm
Cc;i 536-3311

ACROSS
, CUnl'1 .'-

Yo'..., WAtOfl"
6 r.nc'nnatJ

31 TUM'ul
.yntn.iur
37 Self

,. Doubleday

38
lA
to
41

15 QEO word

"2 Try 10 aqual

16 RipttniMI

44 EmpP'latjs.

tum

10 T.bieland

1., Eastwood
mova.
19

T~pe

01 plum

20 ObServe
21 Dobbin tr... '

i2 US oIIuth,)(
2 .. S'Jndwlch
0::

~.'!I~~~;fO!>t.

" ell.pllo
Celebe. ox
Hame" p.rt
Ze.1

46 Tre.cy eroup
46 Bllckthcrn
.. 7 SDnnet f.i'lrt

50 Relate
51 Oall.£ sch.

=..

Eillpt..::,.d

~5

Clu!! on

-RB..-hle"
5f· C<h.;

<I:J<.fIQlnt

~s

~:t~f~,~·

0.("1 3.;'~e;
~ , 'to'.:', t t"

SillO

POW"

1 T",*ll
2 Ao ..·s 10Ye

3 eon..mlng
• S-; ...
5 bCfmon.
D V.. ~u.ro's
rope

"aka, •

booboo
I Patrietl': gp
9 o. ..,gner
10 Ees.lwo-od
7

'1 Mild
1 ~ Lily
~~

o.in
'1:11l-ty
;:'0.1

Yeme-n

, 8 8f1r,~ (.r
;:3 9111
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Non-scored meet
is training device
Men's track
uses 2nd meet

.
tal
npen ent
By Paul Pabst
StaffWr'ter

trJ:: ~~~e~e~~nd:J;
compete in a non-scol":d
meet at the University of
Illinoi&Saturdn.y.
~ The m~ are traveling to
Lh2.mpall~:l for only their
~econd meet of the young
mdoor season. Coach Bill
C.~rnell. said he was pleased
With his team's first per~ormance at the Shearson
Lehman Hutton Games in
Jonesboro, Ark. Jan 13:
. "Considering it was their
first meet ll!ter heing off for
a month, they did a good
job," Cornell said. "We still
have a long way to go to be
,~ood as I thini( we can

b!

Tae Salukis will be
looking for key perforlLances by jnUlors

Leonard Vance and Erick
Pegues. Vance leaped a
career-high 50 feet, 9~
inches in the triple jump at
the Arkansas meet. He
finished sixth in the event
behind world record holder
:~~.anks and other top
Pegues anchored the 4 X
400 relay with a final lap of
47.7 seconds. The relay
teamed up for a 'secondplace finish in the event.
In Saturday's competition, tb"'! ~alukis will run
against Big Te!l PurtilJe and
Illinois and conf(>:en~e roes
IllinoisStat~al1dBradley.

The Salukis will be
competing without long
jumper Brian Bradley, who
injured his hamstring
during his first jump of the
Games. Bradley is the
three-time defending
Missouri Valley Conference
champion in the long jump.
Bradley is scheduled to
see a specialist today to
determine the seriousness
of the injury.

1Windy City Invite showcases
top-ranked gymnasts, teams

I

~ra!~cr::- Jordlng

er
The Salukis will join four of
the nation's ton ~ight men's
gymnastics teams a t the
Windy City Invitational in
Chicago Saturday.
The meet, featuring the Big

Coach Bill Meade thinks his
team has practiced 000 much.
"It will be interesting to see

our competitive edge. I really
think the guys are ready to
compete. They've been
practiciP.gtoolong."
All-arounders Brent Reed

!:d'SJ~o:~I~~a~in:~~ andScott.B*7langerlookt,!l~d
second competition for SIU-C
infourr::lOnths.

the Salukis m th~ competition.
Last year ~eed and Belanger
were SIU-C s top performers.

WINTER ALE

Friday
9:30am - 6pm
All Winter
Sweaters
Shirts
Pants
Coats, Sportcoats
Mexx, U.S.A.
Mon-Sat
9:30-6

liB R A

Reed's best all-around performance totaled 56.00 points
and Belanger scored a best of
54.45.
Also expected to score weil is
newcomer, Jeff Jones.
The meet will be hosted by
~e University of Chicago and
will feature optional compulsories on Friday with team
competition scheduled for
Saturday.

2
.

OFF

Ca~~$Menswear
606 S. IL. Ave.

Carbondale

I I

Librall
will dress
you
for success

Monday thru Saturday

11 :00 am - 2 am
Sundays
12:00 noon- 10 pm

204 W. Colldge

529-30.30

LEATHER
JACKET

.1·3 HOUR FILM PROCESSING
.WE MAKE PRINTS FROM
PRIN1S & POLAROID
.Ot 'E DAY BLACK & WHI1E
FlU."" PROCESSING
.PLENTY OF PARKING

. Clean; ng
. Repa,r
. Alteralions

Shoes and Boots
Dycir.g

By David Gallianettl

The Drake Bulldogs are
reloading to give it another
try. This time, they're going
for broke.
"If we wa:tt to do anything or
be in the thick of the league
race, we have to win this,"
said Drake coach Tom
Abatemar::o about a second
matchup with the Salukis. The
game will tipoff at 7:35 p.m.
Saturday in Des Moines, la.
The Bulldogs, 6-9 overall, 1-2
in the Missouri Valley, came
up short on the!!' first try,
falling toSIU-C 7~ ·70 on Jan. 14
at the Arena.
"The fact that we were able
to go there and play tough and
hang in is good," Abatemarco
said. "(Paul) Weakley played

EGYPTIAN PHOTO

CARBONDALE
SHOE REPAIR

8-5:30
M-F

201 S. Wa-,hm

717 S. Illinois

1011

457·MIO

"
.
~

Sun·1ues
IO:30om·30m
Wed·Thurs
IOom·4am
Fn·Sat
100m-Sam

TACO

'BELL

6-10;30
Sat

529·1439

412 E W,:,lnUl

Carbondale
549·7212
we accept phone
orders for pick·up

Ru 9 to the Border
Tacos 59c,t limited Time Only
Daily Specials
Mon. Burrito Supreme
Tues. 2 Taco Supreme & Med. Drink
Wed. Taco Salad & Med. Drink
Thurs. Nacho Bellgrande & Med. Drink
Fri. Taco Salad & Med. Drink
Sat. Platter & Med. Drink
Sun. Tacos 49¢ (unlimited)

SOUTHERN IlUNOIS

AT DRAKE
Tipoff: Veterat1'~ memonal
Audltoriulr. (11.6791
Des

MoInes, Ia .. 7 35.,

'Cleaning

~~~M

Staff Writer

0'

.99¢
$2.29
$3.29
$2.39
$2.99
$2.99
.49¢

r-------faco-S~ad-------:

Records: Southern illinOIS 11 3·
4.2·1). Drake (6·9.1·21
Wllllt to ..etch: The Saiuk.s
wiN try to rebouJ'\d af1er a loss at
Bradley, whocn broke SIU-C's
nme game won streak The
BuRaogS will be 'OOking to
avenge a 7f>· 70 iu&s al Car·
bondale on Jan 1 4
last meeting: Southern Uhnoi;;
75, Drake 70. Jan. 14 al Car·
bondale.
Serie.: Southern IRioo,s leads

i

Buy One and GGt One Free· 4
L_______ ~_~pl.r~§_2__ 3.:89 ______ J

~

~

Weleome Baek sm Students
• t

16·13

l

On the air: WE9Q·FM (99 9;.
C!If'bondlOC

well and (Eric) Berger played
well at times. I think it is a nice
situatimfor us."
Terrell Jackson lead the
Bulldogs with 21 poinls on
Drake's trip to Carbondale.
Berger added 17 and Weakley
11.

The Salukis were paced by
Randy House's 18 points.
House picked up the 1,OOOth
point of his career in the game.
Freddie McSwain added 16.
Drake has been idle the
entire week, a break that
Abatemarco said will be put to
good use.
"I need to make some ad·
justments
offensively,"
Abatemarco said. "It (the
week) will give us time to put
some things in our offense. I
don't feel we'll use the same
game plan. I kind of like
having this off, especially with
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Too busy to eook'l
We have an excellent food service
with a variety of meal plans available.
Stop by our cafeteria for
semester & monthly rates.

.1
Staff Photo by Steve Merritt

Freshman Tony Harvey takes a shot In the lane during the
Salukls' first meeting with Drake Jan 14. Harvey Is averaging
8.2 points and 5.2 rebounds per game. SIlJ-C will face Drake for
the second time Saturday In Des Moines, Iowa.

Sam's <Roark) injury."
Abatemarco refers to
Drake's 6-foot-6 forward
Roark, who suffered a
shoulder separation against
Wichita State Jan. 12. The
fi:-st-year coach said Roark
will not start against the

BUCK MILLER
Your Automotive .... 'ecialist
Over 10,000 Tires In Stock
Ex ert Brake Work. Call For Estimate
Tires and Batteries - Shocks and Struts
Computer Alignment - Computer Balance
Monroe Shocks and Struts

FAST - FAST IN & OUT SERVICE
ALL SEASON RADIALS
Lowest Price· High Qualify Radial in Southern Illinois
40,000 Mil. Double
P165. 13 Wh:tewalls
P 175.13 Whotewalls
P'85,13 Wh,lewaJls

51881
.2995
30.95
319f

P185114 Whitewalls

32.9:i
33.95
.3595
36 95
379S
39 95
~, 9S

,j195x~4 Whl~cwa!!s

P:?05x:~4 Wh~lewaHs
P?1)5~'

5 Whilewallc1"2' 5.>:' 5 1."1!"llleYIa',s
P ")?5 r ~ 5 WI1Jt'l'W.;rls
P 235x 15 Wnl~ewi:l.l~

"ALL TIRES FULL FACTORY
r.lIARANTEEO"

BUCK MILLER TIRE
1500 N. Park. Herrin. 942·3416 or 388-8340

600 W. Mill St. 529-1612

Salukis, but will be available
for play.
The Bulldogs filled Veterans
Memorial Auditorium for the
Shockers, and Abatemarco
said he is expecting a big
crowd for the Salukis.

Directly Across From
Entrance to Campus

Stop in before
and after the Superbowl.
Join your friends for
our buffet and a brew
or two.
BUFFET INCLUDES
·CHILI
*HOT DOGS
*NACHOS
*CHIPS

-

2 for the Price of One drinks!
See the Bengals ,St 4gers go at
it on our big screen tv!

RAMADA INN
Rt. 13 West, CarbonJalc
Open I p.m. to 1. a.m.

... ~':i. ......,

~.

:"!t~~'
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~ICHITA f~m

Phase,'~

transition
Saluki
coach Cindy Scott said. "But
it's funny how ball clubs can
respond to adverse situations.
It wouldn't surprise me if their
team comes together and
starts corr.ing after people."
. ~ichita State has shown that
It IS not about to end Its season
yet. Even without Findahl's
14.9-point scoring average the
Shockers beat feisty Western

Page 28---

Illinois, 70-68 in Macomb and
lost to Southwest Missouri by
only fIve points, 71-66.
The Salukis' only apparent
handicap entering the game is
the absence of a vid~taped
scouting report of Wichita
~tate since the new lineup was
Inserted.
"We can't get a good leok at
what they are doing now,"
~~~H
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"Once we got control of the
gam~, we nestled right in,"
Albeck said. "When we come
out in the second half. we have
the ability to play flat and that
happened when they closed the
gap to lO,
"As we approached the 5minute mark, we went for the
jugular. They went to a lot of

0·0 0-0 0 Ca...h 0-0
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* *NEW MEM~ERS WELCOME *

Southern INmots 63, Southwest MlBSOun!J3
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI (5·1 0, 3·3~ Netson
1-60-02, Raper 3·11 2-2 e, Hayr.etS 1·9 1-2
3, PodU'andt 3-6 3·3 9, Por1er 8-1$ 3-3 19,

Denmon 2-5 0-0 4. Mute 4·5

o..a 8. ~"'r 0.2

0.0 0 TOI8IS 22-59 9·10 53

SOUTHERN IlLINOIS {8-6, 8·11

F_

5·'40-010. Seats9·17 7-8 25. Mrtchel2~O·

1 4. HemsteacJ 2·3 0-1 4. R!Chardson 0-1 0-0
KibeIus 0-3 0-0 O. Rakers 4·11 2-2 10,
Kampwarth4.7 2·2 10TotaIs26·6211·14 63

o.

Halfbme
UIiI\oI& 24

Sovthwest MIS&OI6I 26 Southern

11Tee pcMll QOIUI
Southwest
MI'i6OUI1 0-' (Porter 0·11 Southern.OI8 0-0.
c;,ebounds Southwest lAl880Un 29 (Haynes 6),
Sauthem "'""'" 47 {Rakers 18), _
Southwest Miaacui 8 (~. Denmon 3).
Sauthem
8 { F _ 3), rOllll Fouta
(1ouaeo out) Southwest Maaouri. 17 (Nation).
Southern IIinois 15 A 377
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This genLle workout includes mini-lectures on fitness and weight
control. ExCl'cises are designed for those who are 40 Ibs. or more
overweight or find aerobics programs 100 strenuous.
Meets 7 weeks starting

Y.

Rob Burns 549-3277

~,

or
Bill Donovan 549-6152
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SOUTHERN ILLLINOIS
UNIVERSITY

INTERFRATERNITY
COl/NCIL
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For More Informatic!1 Ca II

,~

0 Tota: 30-66 23.37

WIN, trom Page 28
Missouri is 5-10 and 3-3.
On defense, the Salukis did
force 18 Southwest Missouri
turnovers. sru-c also made 11
steals and blocked two shots.
The Bears could shoot only 37.3
percent from the field.
Those numbers aside, Scott
was not pleased. "We weren't
very happy in the locker room.
We didn't play smart
basketball. We don't have an
offensive leader.
The SIU-e offense did show
some zip early, though.

.~
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Halftime - 8radle~ 53 $otJff1ern 111"'015 42
Thrp.e PO~""lt '01OO1S- Southt"m IllinoIS 7 ·23
/Ho~t. 1 -2
ShIP~y 1·2 Nurnberger 3·' 1
~cSwall'l 1 L LSWI'ence u·, . Mahan 1·4. Wynn
0-' ~ Braole)' e 17 (Manuel 3-5. WIISor- 2.£
&:he~ 3·6j Rebo...,-.ds - Southem UltoOlS
(Harlo'e..,. 9l. BraOley 5~ (Jac«soo 151. AsslS!$.So.rohern UhnolS 13 (Nurnberger 5j, Bradley 19
(Manuel' Ol Total fo''-15 UOU~IJ outl- Southern
UIHlOIS 26 IMcSw&Il. Jones). Bradley' 7

last three minutes."

f

,"-

J / ; --

}.

SOUTHER,.. iLt..INOIS 11 3·4 :;I., J - Hou5e 3
B 3-6 10 Sn,ple". 3 ~ G 0,0 r. HlVVey 5-8' '-3
, ~ NLJrntlNI.1~r 7 lE: 0 , 17 M~Swall"l 10 17
2 ~ Z J JDnb 1 2 , ,3 j Lawr~nCf! (1 1 D-O 0
Mat'lar, 1 -4 : -2 4 Kr~ge O-G o-C {"\ BuSCh 0;:
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out of SIU-C's reach.
Bradley coach Stan Albeck
said his team picked up the

~,

WATER PO LO

~

Jan. 23: Chapter Presentations
5:00 - 7:30 pm Student Center Ballrooms
Jan.24: Open House
5:00 - 8:00 pm Vans meet in Student Center Drive
Jan. 25: Bowling & Billiards
8:00 pm Bowling & Billiard Area - Student Center
For further information call:

Phil Lyons 453-5714 or Rob Messer 529-1174
Office of Student Development
The fee for formal rush is $5.00

Sale
9:30am-6pm

MONDAY, JANUARY 23
Mrets Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays 5.{jpm
Recreation Center - Multipurpose Room
Cosponsored by lnlJamurnl ' Recreational Sports

-

M·Th 8:30-11 :30; F-S 8:30-12:00; Sun 1-10
SEAGRAM'S WINE
COOLERS
2.49 4pk

STROH'S
POUNDERS
24-16 oz Ret.

. 1.00 Rebate
$1.49 Your Cost

$8.99 cs

GRAND MARNIER
750m!.

OLD STYLE
6 pk. NR

only

$20.99

$2.39

Wczlcomcz Back SIU Students Cr Faculty

OFF

ALL WINTER MERCHANDI
Tops
Dresses
Sweaters and more •••

ruthie~
702 s:111 Awe.
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Judge determines girl I Drake allows Curtis Stuckey
eligible for boys' game to transfer home to Bradley
SPRINGF!ELD.
(UPIJ - The Williamsville
Bee Bees will enter the
junior high boys' state
basketball to:u-nament with
their entire starting lineup
- including point guard
Angela Sapp - thanks to a
federal judge's ruling
Thursday allowing her to
participate in post-season
play.
U.S. District Judge
Richard Mills issued an
injunction against enforcement of an Illinois
Elementary
School
Association rule that would
have made the Bee Bees
ineligible to play with a
female on the team.
Mills said he could find no
rationale for the IE SA
practice that permits girls
to play on boys' basketball
teams during the regular
season but not auring the
state tournament.
"~.t ~akes!lo sense to me
....• Mills said.
The judge's ruling was a
pleasant birthday present
for Sapp. who turns 14 on
Friday.
"I'm glad he ruled in
favor for me so I can play,"
Sappsaid.

Sapp said she would play
on a girls' team if
Williamsville Junior High
School had one. But the
school of about 225 studel1ts
does not have that option,
nor does the high school.
"She's just alWayS had a
natural ability to play and
since she was in the third
grade she's always been on
the boys' teams. It just
comes natural," said her
mother, Angela.
Wayne Plaza, lawyer for
the IESA. said girls are
allowed to play for boys'
teams during regular
season games because
many schools do not have
girls' teams and the
decision to allow them to
play is left to the individual
schools.
But because the IESA. a
voluntary association of
elementary
schools,
sponsors the post-season
tournaments fCir boys and
girls at the junior high
school level, the group
wants to prevent tournament teams from going
coed.

Plaza said IESA officials
would review Mills' written
iniundion.

Notre Dame player Puzzle answers
collapses, dies

I

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (UP!)
- Alcohol .:.nd drugs were not
involved in the death early
Thursday of a Notre Dame
football player at a Niles
Mich.. bar, an autopsy
revealed.
However, a preliminary
investigation failed to reveal
what caused the seizures, and
later the cardiac arrest, that
killed reserve cornerback Bob
Sath>rfiplrl.
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Peoria na ti ve Cu rtis
Stuckey, a 6-foot-l sophomore
guard, has been released by
Drake University to play with
the Bradley Braves, Bradley
Athletics Director Ron
Ferguson said.
"Drake University has
reconsidered their decision not
to allow Curtis to play
basketball at Bradler, without
sitting out two years, ' he said.
"Their administration felt that
it would be in the best interest
for Curtis to come home and
continue his education here (at
Bradley). We feel Drake acted
in the Spirit of intercollegiate
athletics."
Stuckey graduated from
Peoria-Manual High School in
1987 and played three
semesters at Drake before
deciding he wanted to transfer.
Bradley'!; head basketball
coach Stan Albeck is pleased to
add Stuckey to his team.

Missouri Valley notes ~
"We're thrilled to have
him." Albeck said, "because
Curtis is my type of player. He
can run weli, jump well and
sh~t well. Unfortunately, we
arnved on campus (August
1986) too late to recruit him as
he was already committed to
Drake."

one-year probationary period
for schools that failed to meet
minimllm sports sponsorship
criteria, making Creighton
University eligible for postseason play this year. This
means Creighton will play in
the MVC tournament March
4,5and 7.

Albeck said he thinks this
will have a positive effect on
local recruiting.
"I think this will reinforce
the trend of local players
staying homt' to play," he said,
noting that Bradley signed
Manual's Tom Wilson and
Bartonville-Limestone's Scott
Behrends during the early
signing period.
In other Missouri Valley
news, the NCAA approved a

"I'm most happy for the
student-athletes and coaches."
Athletics Director Don Leahy
said. "I'm aL"o grateful to
Doug Elgin, the commissioner
of the Missouri Valley, for
helping me put the whole
package together."

CANCUN
$429. 00
SPRING BREAK
• Roundtrip Air
from St. louis
• Condo 8 Days
7 Nights
• located on the
Beach

$229.00 Air Only
Welcome Free Visit

529-5511

700 S. Illinois Ave.

"Boigsiniller
. 'T{avels '.

Massage Therapy' Tanning· Kids Dance
• Sauna' Jacuzzi· Babysitting
529-4404 1 Mile S. of SIU on Rt. 51

SATURDAY
Saluki Women's Basketball
"BACK ON TRACK"

99¢

Your

SIU

"Complete"
Sandwich Shop (Good Friday & Saturday)
521 S. Illinois Ave.

Call for Delivery .
529-5020 or 549-1013

---------

-~~---

ltiROMA·S PIZZA
Welcome Back!

it

Large 1 Item Pizza
& 2 32-oz Pepsis

S7.00

*

One 16" 1 Item Pizza
& 2 32-oz Pepsis

$8.50
2 Medium 1 Item Pizzas
& 2 32-oz Pepsis

$11.00
All Week Long

515 S.lIIlnols

Leahy said of
the
orobationary period, "We are
on probation. But thpre are no
sanctions.

VS.

WICHITA
STATE
SATURDAY
7:35 - ARENA
"Future Saluki Night"
Tickets given to Elementary
Students good for this game.

529-1344
D~ily
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Sports
Bradley snaps Salukis' 9- game \vinning streak
By D.vld a.lII.nettl
Staff Writer

PEORIA - Wben it comes to
being a host, the Bradley
Braves are among the worst as
far as Saluki coach Rich
Herrin is concerned..
With a 91-77 1088 to the
Braves Thursday night, the
salukis dropped their lOth
straight contest to Bradley,
while seeing their own 9-game
win streak snapped.
"Bradley p1ired. an outstanding game,' said Herrin,
who has never lIeaten the
Braves in his 4-year SIU-C

career. "This is a tough place
to play, but there may be a
bigger factor. Bradley bas
always been good since I've
been in .be league. It
The 1088 also delivers the
salukis their first Missouri
Valley setback in three
outings. SIU-C is 13-4 overall
while Bradley moves to H, 2-2
in the league.
After being outscored 18-5 in
the last 5: 15 of the first half,
the Salukis' scoring droI.&ght
.1)ntinued into the second half.
The Braves outscored SIU-C
1G-3 in the first 4: 20, capped off

by a Luke Jackson slam dunk.
"Their transition game
probably beat us," Herrin
said. "We did not get our
people down the floor. We did
not playas good as we are
capable at playing."
Senior Kai Nurnberger
agreed that the Braves' easy
:e~~ed a quick end for
"Their transition game is
what we worried about, I t
Nurnberger said. "They would
give it to a man up the court a
lot of times and we ended up
getting beat back. We did not

execute on offense."
FreJdie McSwain, who led.
the Salukis with 23 points,
answered Jackson's slam with
one of his OWII, and SIU-C went
on a 10-2 run to cut the lead to
10 at 65-55 with 14: llieft.
Foul troubles plagued. the
Salukis throughout the second
perioo. McSwain fouled out
with 5:06 left, Jerry Jones
fouled at 18:04 and David
Busch picked up his fourth
with 11: 18 remaining.
"I don't think the fouls really
hurt us," Herrin said. "What
amazed me more than

anything was Bradley is not
that good of a free throw
shooting team and they shot
well tonight when they had to."
The Braves were 61 percent
from the free throw line
coming into the game, and
finished with 23-0f-37 for 62
percent. The Salukis hit just
l0-0f-19 for 52 percent.
The Salukis again made a
run, cutting the lead to 7~
with 9:51 left. But the Braves
would not let up, as they went
on a 10-2 run, putting the lead
See BRADLEY, Page 26

Women capture 6th Gateway victory
Wichita St.
next game
far SaJukis

Man-ta-man defense keys win
By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

ba~~:~~l~:n ththlsw~~sn~~

By Troy T.ylor
Staff Writer

When all-time Wichita State
standouts Dawna Weber and
Crystal Westfield graduated
last spring, the Shockers
understood that things would
be tough in the upcoming
women's basketball season.
But after Lori Findahl, the
team's leading scorer and
rebounder, and forward
Ginger Gross left the team for
personal reasons after the
seventh game of the season,
the roof fell in.
WICHITA
STATE
SOUTHERN IlLINOIS

AT

Tipoff:

Arena (10.014),
Carbondale. 1:35 p.m.
Recorda: Sou1hem IIinoI8 (8·
6.6-1), Woc:hIIa State (3·1" 15}.

W", 10 ..tell:

The Saklkia

wiI try 110 continue lis conference
winning streak thai now IIIanda
at aix gama. WIChita Slate is
hoping 110 rebound from the
depwture of IeId1g IIOOr8r L..ori

FndahI. Junior Jean Bacon hal
emerged as the team's 8Cor1ng
leader with 8.9 points peo- game.

Laat mNtlne: Sou1toem Illinois
78, WIChita State .w, Feb. 13111
Carbondale.
Serin: Sou1hem awls IeacI8
11·2.
, 0. .h. .1r: WlDB-FM (1 04.3),
CarbonClaie.

No maher, SIU-C will not
look past 3-10 Wichita State
when they meet at 7:35 p.m.
Saturday at the Arena for a
Gateway C:mference clash.
"Ilmow that Wichita is in a
See WICHITA, Peg. 28

Sta" Photo by lien II. Kufrln

Senior center C.thy Kampwerth look. to p8•• off the ball a.
.he I••urrounded by Southwe.t MI..ouri pl.y.,.. K.mpwerth
.cored 10 pointe .nd g...b~ 12 rebound. In the Salukl.' 8353 victory over th. Lady B..... Thursday at the Arena.

Missouri coach Cheryl Burnett, whose Bears led. 26-24 at
halftime by shutting down the
Salukis' inside attack. "If you
do, they come back with
something else, like Tonda. "
Burnett said that after Seals
scored, the Southwest Missouri
lineup of two freshman, cwo
sophomores and a junior
displayed. its inexperience. "At
about 10 minutes we had a lot
of breakdowns," Burnett said.
"We showed our youth. We
didn't rebound and we didn't
score."
Southwest Missouri did get
plenty of mileage out of guard
Patty Porter, who finished
with 19 points and five
rebounds.
"Porter got her points,"
Scott said. "She's a good
player and you can't contain
her forever. "
The Salukis had three uther
players hit double figures.
Dana Fitzpatrick, Amy
Rakers and Cathy Kampwerth
each had 10 points. Rakers
added 18 rebounds and
Kampwerth added 12.
Despite their balanced
scoring, FitzpatricK and
Rakers were not pleased. with
their performances.
"We didn't play well
tonight," Fitzpatrick said.
"We should play our best
games at home."
Rakers thought lack of intensity was the cause for 20
Saluki turnovers.
"We were very relaxed,"
Rakers said. "We were scared
to handle the ball. No one
wanted to take control ...
The victory was the sixth
!:traight for the Salulris, who
are 8-6 overall and 6-1 in the
conference.
Southwest

has been defense. It is the
team's fail·safe against a
sometimes unproductive offense.
While the Saluki coaches and
players thought their
trademark man-to-man
defense was lackluster at
times Thursday night, it still
did the trick in holding back
Southwest Missouri 63-53.
A sparse Arena crowd of :fi7
watched the Salukis limit the
Lady Bears, who average 67.1
points .,er game, to their
second-lowest point total of the
year.
"On defense we did an
adequate job," said Saluki
coach Cindy Scott, whose team
leads the Gateway Conference
in scoring defense, limiting
opponents to 54.1 points per
game. "On some nights we just
don't play at a consistel1t level
for 40 minutes.
"It's a good thing we had
Tonda Seals tonight, she shot
with authority."
Seals, a 5-7 senior guard,
picked up the scoring slack in
the second half with perimeter
shooting. She finished. with a
game-high 25 points.
". really needed this game to
boost my confidence," Seals
said. "This is a good sign."
During one stretch, Seals
made four straight from the
field, including a drive to the
lane with 12:17 left for a 38-36
lead. The goal broke what had
been the eighth tie of the game.
Southwest Missouri did not
regaiJ: an advantage the r~t
of the night.
"You can't overzealously
attack just one thing against
Sot:thern," said Southwt:st See WIN, Page 26

Miami violence calms down, teams ready to play
MIAMI (UPI) - With the
Super Bowl drawing near and
the city calming from its
upheaval of violence, the
Cmcinnati Bengal:; adopted a
relaxed and jovial tone
Thursday while the San
Francisco 4gers retained their
image of a cold and calculating
group thiDking about nothing
but footbalL
"We did waDt as much of a
businesslike atmosphere here
as possible," San Francisco
Coach B"l Walsh said. "And
we're trying to keep it."
Walsh's attempts contrasted
with the mood in the Bengais
nrnp, where the emphasis
Pa~

seemed to be on having as good
a time as possible before
Sunday's Super Bowl meeting
with the 4gers.
"I need to do something
her~," Cincinnati quarterbacit
Boomer Esiason said Thursday as he walKed to the
»odium and faced. a ballroom
full of media members. With
that, he pulled out a camera
~~~ began acting like a
director.
"All of you smile now," he
said. "I war..t the people on the
left side of the room to get a
little closer to the middle. Now
I really want you to smile
becallse 25 years from now

:'8. Daily Egyptian. January 20. 1989

nobody is going to believe this.
Ready. Here we go."
With that, he took a flash
picture.
"Thank you very much,"
Esiason said, then put down
his camera and went on with
his interview.
Esiason's lightheartedness
could almost be matched iD the
offices of City Hall and the
Super Bowl Host Committee as
a result of a relatively quiet
Wednesday night and Thursday morning in the Overtown
and Liberty City sections of
t.own.
Although several arrests
were made aud isola ted

episodes of rock throwing
t.roke out, the overwhelming
violence of the two previous
evenings did Dot repeat itself.
The gunfire, arson and looting
were touched oif by Monday
night's shootin·' of a black
motorcyclist Cy a Miami
policeman.
The riots dramatically
eXpD"ed the city's racial
problems in a week Miami had
hoped. to produce its best face
and best behavior for its week
in the Super Bowl spotlight.
On the football front, the
day's developments included:
- Word from Walsh that
wide recehcr Jen)' Rice, who

sprained his ankle Montiay,
would see his first major
practice time Friday, "when
we will know for sure how
Jerry stands."
- NFL Properties, which
holds the right to all
souveniers bearing the NFL
emblem, announced it woulrl

~:~=t cc~~~~f{°N;t

of
merchandise sold before and
during the Super Bowl.
- Cincinnati Coach Sam
Wyche said the Bengals would
change hotels the night before
the game, which had been his
team's plan even before the
violence.

